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SUBSCRIPTION ENQUIRIES 
Email magshop@magshop.com.au

Call 136 116 (8am-6pm Mon-Fri)

Or visit magshop.com.au 

LOVE GETTING CRAFTY?
Get ready to share the handmade 
experience at The Stitches & Craft Show, 
March 17-20 at Brisbane Convention 
& Exhibition Centre. Weaving, painting, 
textile art, sewing, fashion and more. See 
craftevents.com.au for your state’s show.
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It’s been a sad week here at Woman’s Day. As we went to press,

Aussie entertainer Jon English had died due to complications

during surgery, and we were anxiously awaiting news of our good

friend Kerri-Anne Kennerley’s beloved husband John, who was

fi ghting for his life after breaking his neck in a freak accident on

a golf course. As talented an actor as he was a singer, English was

one of our most iconic showmen. As Australia mourns his loss,

our hearts go out to his wife Carmen and his four children as

they come to terms with farewelling their larger-than-life dad.

I didn’t know English as well as I do John Kennerley.

Incredibly gentle, generous, ever-cheerful and nothing but

adoring of his beloved wife, John has been a welcome and

familiar face at the countless celebrity events I’ve covered

with my colleague Kochy, and many others at Woman’s Day,

for the past 30 years. It has been so sweet to watch this true

romantic in action over the years, with those doting looks he

gives Kerri-Anne as she dazzles a room, always happy for her

to be the star. It’s this enduring love that makes John’s tragic

accident so heartbreaking for the much-loved TV host.

Kerri-Anne, your many fans are with you during this

time. Not least, those of us here at Woman’s Day who

are sending you bucketloads of love.
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Mysteriously magical, 

Mrs Channing Tatum  

left nothing to chance 

for the Golden 

Globes  by turning 

to J.Lo’s favourite 

designer, Zuhair 

Murad . Gloriously 

intergalactic, the 

silver-sequinned 

constellation detailing 

is out of this world! 

With a hubby as hunky 

as hers, you’d need 

a ballgown this size 

to compete.

Jenna 

Dewan 

Tatum !

She’s the queen of 

the world! Proving it’s 

hard to falter with a 

halter, there’s almost 

an overload of glam 

going on with Kate’s 

great get-up. 

Sensuously sheathed 

and svelte in an 

iridescent silk crepe 

Ralph Lauren , the 

Oscar-winning  

mum-of-three  even 

gives us a peek at her 

pins with a subtle but 

sexy slit. A class act.

Kate 

Winslet

Goodness gracious 

and my oh my! 

Defying age, gravity 

and expectations, the 

57-year-old  brunette 

beauty has seemingly 

stopped time. 

Flashing a fair share 

of boob, this one-

shouldered Davidson 

Zanine  is titillatingly 

trashtastic! Sausage-

curled hairstyle is 

questionable but 

loads of fun.

Andie 

MacDowell 

It’s hard to bag on 

such a sweetheart, 

but, girl, you phoned 

this one in! Pleasant, 

perky and altogether 

pretty, Julianne isn’t 

exactly breaking any 

fashion laws, but you’d 

expect just a little 

more eff ort, right? 

Cascading Gustavo 

Cadile  fl oor-length 

gown has a touch of 

the bridesmaid to 

it – but at least it’s 

a fancy wedding!

Julianne 

Hough
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From cobalt to navy 

– Richard Reid reckons 

blue is the new black!

 Darling Naomi is 

just full of surprises 

these days! Sultry and 

sophisticated, the 

unpredictable blonde 

oozes charm beneath 

a bed of blue roses. 

Dazzling in a garden 

of fl oral appliques, 

this blue-on-black 

Burberry  lace column 

creates an air of regal 

refi nement. Lush lips 

and dewy complexion 

are a joy.

Naomi 

Watts

With her hair piled 

high like a whipped 

souffl  e, Miss Maisie 

is growing into a 

little fashionista! 

With swirls and sass, 

the Game of Thrones  
favourite is a breath 

of blue beauty in this 

elaborately pleated 

strapless Ermanno 

Scervino  scene-

stealer. Glittery 

pumps and clever 

clutch are beyond.

Maisie 

Williams 

 If your eyes weren’t 

already planted on 

her ample assets, 

Jessica made sure 

her decolletage got 

plenty of attention 

by inviting an 

electrifyingly large 

emerald and diamond 

necklace to the party! 

Lacy bodice gives way 

to layers of light-as-air 

chiff on as her Elie 

Saab  skirt bounces in 

the breeze. Smoky eye 

works a treat, too.

Jessica 

Chastain

 Mega-sunkissed 

and brilliantly blonde, 

Claire is the defi nition 

of understated 

elegance in this 

deceptively simple 

Stella McCartney  

number. Looking 

luxuriously lovely 

in complementing 

shades of blue, her 

gown didn’t skimp 

on sex appeal with a 

provocatively plunging 

neckline. She’s 

radiating happiness!

Claire 

Danes
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THE L
Kerri-Ann

As Kerri-Anne 

comes to terms 

with the tragedy 

of husband John’s 

accident, their love 

story inspires us all 
writes PHILLIP KOCH

K
erri-Anne Kennerley 

is an incredibly strong 

woman. But last week 

Australia’s favourite TV 

star faced her greatest challenge, 

maintaining a vigil at the bedside 

of her “rock and soulmate”, her 

husband John, who broke his 

neck in a freak accident at a golf 

resort in northern NSW. At the 

time Woman’s Day went to press, 

he was still battling for his life.

Th e dazzling smile and easy 

laughter we’ve come to expect 

from KAK – as she is known to 

millions of Australians – was

The loved-up 
couple were 
married at the 
Opera House.
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OVE OF MY LIFE
ne Kennerley’s heartache

missing as she spent long days 

and nights in the intensive care 

unit at the Royal North Shore 

Hospital in Sydney. 

She refused to give up as a team 

of neurosurgeons battled to save 

John’s life, devoting herself, heart 

and soul, to bringing the strapping 

Englishman she married 32 years 

ago  back from the brink with the 

sheer force of her love.

Long-term love
“Th eirs is the most amazing 

of relationships,” says Carmelo 

Pizzino, who taught Kerri-Anne 

how to dance when she starred 

on DWTS, spending long days 

rehearsing at the home she and 

John share in Woollahra.

“You can see they are totally 

in love when you spend time 

with them. Th e way John treats 

her, it’s like watching a young 

couple in love. He is just perfect 

for Kerri-Anne. He understands 

and supports her but lets her do 

her own thing, too. He just loves 

erything about her.”

Th eir love story is 

e stuff  of legend in 

ustralian showbiz.

Wherever our 

uch-loved queen 

 TV is holding 

ourt, John isn’t far 

way, his booming 

ughter in the 

ackground as he 

azes lovingly at 

erri – as he always 

efers to his wife 

nd soulmate.

TV star Leila 

McKinnon says their 

elationship is the 

sort of partnership 

others could only 

envy, with Kerri-

Anne and John still 

every bit as in love 

today as they were 

when they fi rst tied 

the knot.

“I once complimented her on 

a lovely diamond necklace and 

John told me it came with a 

curse and I said, ‘Oh really?’ 

He said, ‘Yes, you have to 

be married to me.’ Th ey 

always look so happy 

together and Kerri-Anne 

looks at him with such 

love and respect.”

It can be diffi  cult 

to be in love with 

someone as famous 

and vivacious as 

Kerri-Anne, 62 , but 

John, 75 , never 

complains about 

sharing his wife with 

her many fans, and is 

genuinely happy to watch 

her sparkle on the red carpet.

“He loves seeing Kerri-Anne 

work,” Carmelo reveals. “He

understands she needs 

to be in the limelight, 

but he also made a lot 

of friends of his own in 

the showbiz industry. 

“Kerri-Anne is very 

strong but she relies on John, and

he is always in the background 

quietly supporting her. You see 

him looking at her with such love.

It’s a beautiful thing.”

Mutual support
Carmelo says he was awestruck 

by how romantic John remained 

after a marriage spanning over 

three decades, and impressed at 

how John took charge and played 

the white knight when Kerri-

Anne was diagnosed with breast 

cancer in 2012. 

“Th e way he organised her 

and drove her to meetings with 

doctors, always keeping her spirit 

up and reassuring her – it was 

incredible,” he says.

“Th ey have this brilliant 

relationship and completely 

understand each other. Th ey still 

go on dates and he surprises her 

with beautiful things all the time. 

Christopher Reeve, who died in 

2004 after a horse riding accident 

in 1995 left him a quadriplegic .

Bedside vigil
Kerri-Anne has refused to leave 

John’s side, staying at his bedside 

for days. Although totally 

“shell-shocked” she is fi nding 

reserves of strength, even taking 

time to “thank everyone for their 

messages of support”.

Carmelo says he can’t imagine 

just how heartbreaking the past 

week has been for Kerri-Anne, 

who has rarely spent a night apart 

from John since they married. 

She says “meeting John was 

the biggest turning point in my 

life”, and the couple made history 

when they became the fi rst to 

marry at the Sydney Opera House 

in 1984. Th at love hadn’t dimmed 

25 years later when they renewed 

their vows at Port Douglas. 

‘We are more in
love now than we
have ever been’

He will organise champagne and 

caviar just as a treat for them to 

enjoy together at home.”

But when tragedy struck last 

week, it was Kerri-Anne who had 

to be brave, staying by John’s side 

as he was airlifted from Bonville 

Golf Resort, near Coff s Harbour, 

after falling backwards over a 

hedge that collapsed . 

Doctors later discovered that 

John had a broken neck.

“An MRI performed late 

yesterday [Monday] revealed a 

bone fracture between C2 and C3,” 

confi rmed Kerri-Anne’s manager 

Sean Anderson . “John underwent 

a lengthy operation last night. Th e 

doctors said the surgery went well. 

Th ey tried to remove the ventilator 

this morning and that was not 

successful. Th ey will continue to 

try over the coming days.”

It’s a similar injury to the one 

suff ered by late Superman star 
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“John and I have had an 

incredible journey and we are 

more in love now than we have 

ever been,” gushed Kerri-Anne 

after the romantic ceremony.

Three decades strong
Two years ago, when the couple 

reached their 30-year milestone, 

Kerri-Anne was still glowing with 

happiness as she again celebrated 

her love aff air with John. 

“We are absolutely as in love as 

we ever were,” she said at the time. 

“I think your relationship does go 

off  in diff erent directions after 30-

plus years, but it doesn’t lessen 

any of the pleasure.”

Kerri-Anne revealed a few years 

ago that she and John, who has two 

children from a previous relationship, 

suff ered a miscarriage when she was 

36 , sadly robbing her of a chance at 

motherhood. But the tragedy only 

brought them closer together.

It was the same when she battled 

breast cancer, with John there to 

support her every step of the way. 

Th e couple became even closer, if 

that were possible, as they enjoyed

a less hectic lifestyle, travelling and

playing golf together.

“You don’t have to share all 

the same interests, but I think our 

secret to happiness is letting each 

other grow as individuals, while 

still maintaining some of the same 

shared interests, such as our golf 

and skiing,” she says.

While Kerri-Anne conquered 

TV, hosting Good Morning Australia 

on Ten, and Midday with Kerri-Anne

and Kerri-Anne on Nine, John – who

helped set up the Pools lottery in the

UK – was working on NSW Lotto. H

retired a couple of years ago 

and was happy to quietly support 

his wife, who last year starred on 

Celebrity Apprentice . 

She publicly thanked him for 

his support when he showered her

with red roses on their anniversary

last year, sharing a fl ashback photo

of their wedding day on Instagram,

and paying tribute to her “rock”.

“My husband started as my 

great friend before we fell in love,

and has stayed that way. We have

had wonderful years,” she said.

‘Our secret to
happiness is letting

each other grow
as individuals’

1984

1989

1993

The besotted 
pair married at 
Sydney’s iconic 
Opera House, 
surrounded by 
friends and family.

At an event at 
Sydney’s Greater 
Union Cinema.

The pair 
attend the 
Cointreau 
Ball in 
Sydney.

1998
Dressed 
up for the 
same ball 
fi ve years 
later.

2015
Australia’s golden 
couple are all smiles
at Derby Day.

2007
The lovebirds at The 
Mother of All Balls

h it di

1998
Always happy 
in each other’s 
company.

Kerri-Anne and John’s
love timeline

Posing with

the family on

Christmas Day

last year, Kerri-Anne

and John look healthy

and happy. The pair love

spending time with their

nearest and dearest. “We

love cruising, especially the

Mediterranean,” Kerri-Anne

says of her favourite family

holiday destination. “Life

is precious and there is so

much to do that I could

never get bored.”

Family first
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NEW
Ultra Light
Soft Creme

Your skin is unique, and this creme
knows it. With innovative IntuiGen
Technology,™ this multi-action formula
addresses your skin’s anti-ageing needs
all at once. Skin looks smoother, firmer,
radiant—revitalized.

  SO INTUITIVE,
 IT KNOWS WHAT
 YOUR SKIN NEEDS.

REVITALIZING
SUPREME
Global Anti-Aging Creme

Your gift. Our Treat. Free with any 
Revitalizing Supreme Creme 50ml:* 
Advanced Night Repair 7ml
Revitalizing Supreme CC Creme 7ml
Deluxe-size Sumptuous Extreme Mascara
Plus, NEW Revitalizing Supreme Body Creme 15ml

Exclusive to David Jones.
*One gift per customer, while supplies last.



REALITY UPDATE

With his heart of gold and hunky looks, it’s no wonder

we’re already going crazy for this year’s Bachelor!

The show’s moving 
house – but never fear, 
here are still plenty of 

sy nooks for those 
-important chats. 
semi-rural estate 
Glenorie, 1.5 hours 
orth of Sydney, has

‘If a girl loves me
for me, I’d be

pretty chuffed
with that’

W
hen Richie Strahan

was transformed 

into an old man 

and breakdanced 

on Th e Bachelorette last year, 

little did he know he was also 

dancing into the hearts of 

Aussie women everywhere. 

So when the hunky 30-

year-old was sent home by

a then-single Sam Frost, 

the nation mourned.

But Bachelor fans’ 

prayers were answered

last week when Ten 

announced the rope 

access technician 

from WA is the 

new Bachelor! 

Th ey couldn’t 

have found anyone

more ready. 

“I’m feeling 

excited, nervous, 

but mostly thrilled 

about potentially 

meeting the woman 

of my dreams,” he says.

But it’s not something

Richie is taking lightly. 

“I’m picky,” he told 

Coolbananas–it’s
I’m the best bac

Woman’s Day, describing his 

dream girl as someone who is 

adventurous and down-to-earth.

“Th is is potentially someone 

I’m going to spend the rest of my 

life with. I think people need to 

be selfi sh because it’s a big thing. 

I’m looking for that passion and 

fi reworks. Th is is a once-in-a-

lifetime opportunity.” 

And as for what the lucky 

ladies can expect? 

“I’m defi nitely rough around 

the edges, I’m a man’s man and 

I don’t mind getting dirty… If a 

girl loves me for me, I’d be pretty 

chuff ed with that.”

Unlike his former co-stars, 

the self-confessed family man 

has been keeping a low profi le, 

instead competing in fun runs 

and doing charity work. 

Adored for his awkward 

charm and his “cool bananas” 

catchphrase, the Pilbara-raised 

hunk has undergone media, 

acting and dialogue training 

to combat nerves, says one 

industry insider. 

“Richie is lovely but he’s a 

shy guy. He’ll be back this year 

with a new-found confi dence.”

And no one is more excited 

for him than former Bachelorete 

Sam. “He’s very genuine, and 

he does want to fall in love and 

deserves to shine,” she says. 

“Australia needs to see how 

beautiful he is inside and out.”

HE TICKS ALL 
THE BOXES

�
�

�

Great body

Good job

Loves his 
mum

The new Bachie
mansion



SHOCKSPLIT!Reasons why we
love him!

Friends say 
there’s trouble 
between the 
TV lovers.
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S
he’s been gushing about her 

“annual” mother-daughter 

trip to Honolulu on social 

media – but friends say there

are tears behind Louise Pillidge’s

designer sunglasses.

Boyfriend Blake Garvey’s absence

has been noted – and those close

to Louise say it’s more a “couple’s

timeout” than a girls’ getaway.

“They’ve been trying to live the

fairytale, but the truth is Blake

doesn’t always treat her like his

princess,” reveals a friend. “He can

be moody and switch from freezing

her out to talking her down. We hate

to see it, because she’s a beautiful

soul and deserves better.”

Trouble has been brewing for the

couple, who met on The Bachelor in

2014. Blake proposed to Sam Frost,

26, in the finale, then broke things

off , saying his heart belonged to the 

events planner from Brisbane.

“Th e love I felt for Lou [didn’t end], 

and as much as I tried to file it away,

it kept growing,” the 33-year-old told

Woman’s Day at the time.

The seemingly loved-up couple

have worked at setting up house in

Perth for almost two years. But they

are far from living the dream.

“There have been many occasions

when Louise has been reduced to

tears,” says the source. “I know at

times she questions if she made the

right decision moving to Perth.

“She’s homesick, has no close

friends over there, and misses her

mum terribly. If they break up, it

won’t be her fault – it will be his.”

Since they moved in together,

Blake – a topless waiter turned

real estate agent – has had trouble

settling into a career. And without

her friends, Louise, 28, has also

struggled. She has 60,000 social

media followers and is doing her

best to become Australia’s answer

to Martha Stewart with her blog.

But it might not be enough.

“I’m not sure if settling down

into domesticity is what Blake is

ready for,” says the friend. “At best,

she’ll stay and put up with it, but

it’s hard to see it lasting.”

Richie!
chieEVER!

He’s a man’s
man! “Best
bachelor yet,”
said one fan.

He made the 
cutest old man!

He’s close to 
his sister, and 
his mum.

His way with kids 
melted hearts.

WD  13
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Why we kept
love A SECR

W
hen Katie Holmes

stepped out in New

York last week,

onlookers couldn’t

help but notice she was wearing

what looked like an engagement

ring for the second time in just

three months. 

And when her rumoured

fi ance, Oscar-winner Jamie Foxx,

was spotted wearing a gold band

on his own ring fi nger the very

same week, eagle-eyed fans were

sent into a frenzy of excitement.

Now, after reportedly dating in

secret for over two years, insiders

say the couple have some happy

news to share – they’re married!

According to friends, 37-year-

old Katie is thrilled after saying

Friends say the besotted couple have finally

made their relationship official writes ERIN HOLOHAN
“I do” for

the second

time. And

insiders say

Jamie, 48, has done

wonders for Katie’s

confidence following her

messy, high-profile divorce

from Tom Cruise in 2012.

“Jamie brings out the best in

Katie,” a friend tells Woman’s

Day. “She’s more carefree and

confident in herself, and she

smiles a lot now, too.”

She’s got her spark back!
Katie has reignited her movie

career in the past year, starring in

2015’s Touched With Fire as well

as making her directorial debut

in upcoming drama All We Had.

And those close to the actress

say this has a lot to do with Jamie’s

positive influence on her.

“Ever since Katie started

spending more time with Jamie,

she’s become a different person,”

says another friend. “She’s more

social and outgoing. She doesn’t

walk around

looking like

she has the weight of the world

on her shoulders.”

While her wedding to Tom in

2006 was a very public affair, it’s

believed Katie insisted on a far

more intimate ceremony the

second time around.

She and Jamie have done all

they can to keep their romance

a secret and, despite growing

speculation, they’ve consistently

denied rumours

linking them.

It’s thought

this comes from

Katie’s desire to

give her nine-

year-old daughter

Suri a normal life

following her years in the spotlight

before Tom and Katie split.

“I try very hard because I am

very grateful for my upbringing

and my parents and siblings,”

Katie says. “I try to do what they

did for me for my little one.”

Here comes the bride
Katie and Jamie have been

friends for years – Jamie starred

alongside Tom in 2004’s

Collateral – but rumours of a

secret romance first surfaced

in 2013. Then, in February 2015,

they were photographed holding

hands, and in December they

were seen enjoying a sushi date

with Suri and Jamie’s six-year-old

daughter Annalise. Jamie also

has another daughter, Corinne,

21, although it’s not known if she

has met Katie and Suri.

Wedding

rumours began

to circulate

in December

last year, when

Katie was seen

wearing the

diamond ring

for the first time at a red carpet

event in Miami.

At the time, friends of the

couple said Katie and Jamie

were talking about taking their

relationship to the next level.

“They’ve discussed eloping or

having a small, quiet wedding in

an out-of-the-way place,” a friend

revealed to InTouch magazine.

“They’re happy.”

‘Jamie brings out
the best in Katie...

she has become
a different person’
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KATIE & JAMIE’S WEDDING 
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Getting cosy 
at a bash in 
East Hampton, 
New York, 
back in 201 3.

The look on 
Katie’s face 
says it all!

The couple were 
photographed 
holding hands.

“Jamie is 
someone she 
can trust and 
have fun with, ” 
says a friend.

Secret relationship

revealed at last!
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PICS!
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Katie shows 
off  her new 
sparkler in 
New York. ..

... just days 
after  Jamie 
fl ashed his 
band in the 
Big Apple!



That s when Jervoise regulars

Karen Locke, 39, and Honey 

Atkinson, 36, stepped in to help, 

by setting up a crowd-funding 

page for the family. 

W
e almost lost

everything,” says 

Kerry Jonsson  as she 

looks out over the 

rolling plains of Jervoise Station , 

the cattle property that’s been in 

her family for over 50 years . 

Pioneers in organic beef 

production, the Jonssons were 

suddenly thrown into crisis when 

a mandatory government land 

acquisition took over part of their 

property in North Queensland. 

As a result, they were left with

nowhere to process their meat.

While the family was paid for 

the land, it wasn’t enough to 

rebuild the processing facilities. 

So they had to hire them, and the 

fi nancial strain on the business 

was crippling.

“I knew we couldn’t keep 

operating like we were,” says 

62-year-old  matriarch Kerry, 

whose father-in-law bought the 

station in the ’60s. “I remember 

telling my customers that it was

just getting too hard, financially,

emotionally and physically,” says

the grandmother-of-21.

Spiralling hardship
“It was a kick in the

guts,” confi rms Kerry’s 

daughter Kristine, 40 , 

who trained to work 

as a meat inspector 

with her mother.

While the family 

rallied to keep the 

operation afl oat, the 

enormous stress fi nally 

got to Kerry and she 

suff ered a heart attack 

late last year.

REAL LIFE

Kerry (centre), with 
daughters Kristine 
and Pam, has lived on 
the land all her life.
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How Australia came
together to save our 

True blue battlers

The Jonsson family thought they had hit 

rock bottom – then complete strangers 

stepped in to help discovers KRISTINE TARBERT



Karen Locke and

Honey Atkinson had

been buying Jervoise’s

organic beef for about

two years when they

met Kerry and her

daughter Kristine.

They were moved to

tears by the family’s

story and suggested

that they launch a

fundraising campaign.

“Like most farmers,

they’re proud people.

It took a lot of

convincing for them

to go public with their

story and ask for help,”

reflects Karen.

The angelswho
started it all

Donations of $5 to $1000 began

flowing in from around Australia

– and the world – as news of the

family’s circumstances flooded

the internet.

Local businesses, including

The Organic Pantry in Townsville,

threw their support behind the

cause. “We need more organic

farmers like the Jonssons, not

less,” they posted on Instagram.

Finally, after months of

crusading, a light appeared at

the end of the tunnel, when a

man – who wished to remain

anonymous – offered to fund a

complete rebuild of the facilities

at Jervoise, which will be up and

running in six months.

“I would never have asked for

help,” admits Kerry, close to tears.

“There are some beautiful people

out there and it’s so humbling to

get help from total strangers.”

Kristine is equally touched.

“All of my good memories are

here at Jervoise. We swam in that

dam, we mustered there, we

had ropes on trees for swinging

into the creeks as kids… And

now we’ll get to watch the next

generation do the same.”

Future generations
Although Kerry’s sons Shane,

Paul and Darren have moved

away, Kerry’s daughters Michelle,

Kristine and Pam remain on the

property, ready to pass on their

knowledge and passion.

Ashton, 19, who learnt the

ins and outs of mustering from 

her uncle Paul, is just one of the 

many Jonsson grandchildren 

who’ll eventually be in charge 

of the business themselves. 

And Kerry’s granddaughter 

Mackenzi, nine, is just as eager 

to follow in her cousin Ashton’s

footsteps. “She is really keen on

doing something with horses

– she always comes up the yards

and helps us, so I’ll show her the

ropes,” says Ashton.

Thankfully Kerry is now back

to her former good health. As she

stands on the verandah, looking

out over the front paddocks, the

family matriarch chokes up at the

thought that her great-grandkids

will one day be standing in the

same spot, just as her children

and grandchildren have done.

“I want to leave a legacy of

a vibrant, healthy, sustainable

cattle property that will still be

in our family for generations

to come,” she says.

‘I would never
have asked for
help myself. It’s

so humbling’

Karen and Honey 
had the vision to
start fundraising.

Support came 
in every shape 
and size!

Ashton, 19, 
is at home in 
the saddle.

The North Queensland 
property has been in the 
family since the 1960s.

The younger generation 
are relieved the station 
will stay in the family.
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CELEBRITY NEWS

recovery dip 
Jess & Miranda’s

J
 essica Mauboy  and Miranda 

Tapsell  hit Bondi Beach after 

partying the night away at last 

week’s Sydney Mardi Gras.  

Th e pair, who starred in Th e 

Sapphires in 2012 , traded their 

sequins for bikinis to frolic in 

the surf. “I’ve never felt better 

about my body,” reveals Jess, 

26. “In terms of confi dence, 

I’m like 10 out of 10!”

Miranda enjoyed 
her day off  from 
fi lming Play School.

Jess took her 
mum along as 
her date for 
Mardi Gras!
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REVERSIBLE
TUNIC
NAVY

REVERSE SIDE
NAVY

The perfect combination for
casual comfort, in flattering
fabrics. Our best selling tunics
with classic spots one side,
reversing to statement stripes.
Mix and match with our ever
popular elasticated waist
straight leg pull-ons in core
colours, to create the ideal
outfit for any occasion. Plus
only $19.95 delivery.

REVERSIBLE TUNIC
Machine Washable
70% Cotton 30% Polyester
Length approx 30” (76cm)
10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
Pale Lime Navy Pale Aqua
AA12773

PULL-ON STRETCH TROUSERS
Machine Washable
98% Cotton 2% Elastane

White
10 12 14 16 18 20 22
27” (69cm) inside leg AC13857

10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
29” (74cm) inside leg AC13858

10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
31” (79cm) inside leg AC13859
33” (84cm) inside leg AC13860

Stonewash Dark Denim
10 12 14 16 18 20 22
27” (69cm) inside leg AC13866

10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
29” (74cm) inside leg AC13867

10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
31” (79cm) inside leg AC13868
33” (84cm) inside leg AC13869

PALE LIMEPALE AQUA

HALF
PRICE

Reversible Tunic was $66

now $33
Pull-on Stretch Trousers were $71

now $35.50

STONEWASH
DARK DENIM

• REVERSIBLE TUNIC
• FLATTERING FIT

PLEASE USE THIS
PROMOTIONAL
CODE TO CLAIM

YOUR OFFER

V91K

Payment taken at point of order, we aim to deliver within 7 working days
from despatch, stock subject to availability. We comply with CCR2013.
$19.95 fully trackable courier delivery service. We do not offer free returns
– for full details please refer to your delivery note. Prices quoted are those
ruling at time of production. Due to circumstances beyond our control,
prices may have to be altered. One promotion per order. This offer
cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer. Orders totalling more
than AUD$1000 may be subject to import duty and taxes which are the
responsibility of the customer. Our privacy policy is available online at
www.cottontraders.com/au. We comply with the Data Protection Act. For full
T&C’s visit cottontraders.com.au. Reg No 2125768. Reg office: 1-2 Atlantic
Street, Broadheath, Altrincham, Cheshire WA14 5FA, United Kingdom.

Best of
British style

since 1987

Great delivery to Australia,
good product, will buy again. 
Maureen, New South Wales‘‘ ’’

order today, visit
cottontraders.com.au

14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE IF NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED

TRUSTED AND WELL-LOVED WITH OVER 25 YEARS HERITAGE

Fully trackable delivery to Australia
direct to your door in just 4-7 days
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REAL LIFE

F
or the first time in her life,

Tracey Searle is happy to

strut down the beach in a

bikini. It’s taken four years

of sweat and multiple surgeries,

but finally she has a body she

can be proud of.

“I feel fantastic!” beams the 29-

year-old from Wollongong, NSW.

“I’m so confident. The whole

world has opened up to me.”

However, Tracey admits her

transformation hasn’t been easy

– and she has the scars to prove it.

“The way I see it, my scars are

my battle wounds. They are a

reminder of what I put my body

through,” says Tracey, who had

11kg of skin removed after she

dropped 100kg in 18 months.

At her heaviest, Tracey tipped

the scales at 172kg. While she’d

Amazing Aussie
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Tracey Searle couldn t feel more

confident after losing more than half

her body weight discovers KRISTINE TARBERT

‘My scars are a
reminder of what 

I put my body
through’

Tracey at 
her heaviest.

long been in denial about her 

size, by the time Tracey was 24 

she couldn’t ignore the signs that 

her health was in danger.

Th e call centre worker was 

borderline diabetic, suff ered 

from sleep apnoea and was so 

overweight she even broke her 

own bones. “I stepped awkwardly 

walking down the stairs one day 

and broke my own toe just from 

the sheer weight of my body.” 

Surgical option
Tracey knew she had to lose kilos 

fast. After trying everything from 

shakes to weight-loss tablets, 

in March 2012 she made an 

appointment for gastric sleeve 

surgery – where a large portion of 

the stomach 

is removed. 

‘I LOST 1
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weight loss by limiting the amount

of food she could consume.

She started losing weight

almost immediately, and as her

frame shrank she also became

more active.

“Don’t think of it as a quick fix.

It may seem like the easier option

but it was just the beginning of a

long process,” says Tracey.

She started working out three

times a week, mostly using her

own weight to do squats, push-

ups and planks, which sped up her

weight loss and toned her body.

Eating right
She also overhauled her diet.

While for years she’d binged on

fast food, now Tracey eats three

small meals a day – mainly fruit,

vegetables and protein.

“You have to be very cautious

as to what you put in your body,

because if it’s junk, you’re not

weight loss

BEFORE
SURGERY

‘I can 
finally 
enjoy

life!’

AFTER

She had 11kg 
of excess skin 
removed to get 
her dream body.

After losing so 
much weight, 
Tracey’s skin 
hung loose.

need,” explains Tracey.

Despite her incredible 

weight loss, Tracey admits 

she still wasn’t comfortable 

with her body due to the 

excess skin left over. 

“Th ings were getting 

uncomfortable, I couldn’t 

run and basically looked like 

a melted candle – everything 

was saggy,” she refl ects.

Early in 2015, Tracey met 

with plastic surgeon Dr 

Jeremy Hunt to help complete 

her transformation. Within the 

space of a year she had three 

major surgeries to remove skin 

from her arms, breasts, thighs 

and stomach. She also had a 

breast augmentation as her bust 

had become misshapen due to 

the dramatic weight loss. 

Now, after months of recovery, 

Tracey is fi nally able to enjoy her 

slim 72kg frame and the exciting 

new life she lives as a result.

“I ride a motorcycle now and 

absolutely love it, I do stand-up 

paddle boarding, and have even 

booked a trip to Europe this year,” 

she says, explaining she used to 

avoid activities out of worry she 
wouldn’t fi t in due to her size. 

“I’m more confi dent in myself. 

I’m at the beach all the time now.”

Tracey ditched 
the binge eating 
and adopted a 
new diet of fruit 
and vegetables.

100kg!’



W
atching Lachlan

McAleer on The

Farmer Wants A

Wife makes Natalie

Cepeniuk sick to her stomach.

Having dated him for almost six

months at the beginning of last

year, she knows better than most

what he’s really like away from

the cameras – and it’s a far cry

from his easygoing TV persona.

“Laid-back Lachie on TV is all

an act – he’s the

total opposite in

real life,” says 28-

year-old Nat.

“Th e real 

Lachlan is 

controlling, 

aggressive and 

fame-hungry. 

What you see 

on TV is just him

pretending to be

perfect guy, but in real life he

couldn’t be more diff erent.”

Nat met Lachlan at their local 

pub in late 2014, and they started 

dating shortly after – just months 

after he separated from Clare 

Tamas, who he met on reality 

show Married At First Sight . 

He’s a bully
“Th ings were going great at fi rst, 

but I quickly learned that he had 

a short fuse,” says Nat, a horse 

trainer from Th irlmere, NSW.  

“Th e smallest thing would set 

him off  and he would just yell at 

me for no reason. I felt like I was 

walking on eggshells during our 

entire relationship.”

And it’s not just Lachlan’s 

personality Nat claims is fake 

– it’s his appearance, too. 

“He tells everyone that he got 

a nose job for medical reasons, 

but that’s not the case,” she says, 

claiming it was vanity that made 

him undergo the procedure. 

“He also had liposuction on 

his stomach last ye

petrified people wo

out. All he cares ab

his looks. He alwa

me feel his muscle

tell him how big h

It was ridiculous.”

Nat, who has sin

with a new man, sa

has no trouble pick

at their local pub, s

understand why he felt the need

o go on another

eality TV show

o “find love”.

“I think he just

wanted to get his

face on TV again 

because he’s 

fame-hungry 

he’s not genuine 

all,” she says, 

g his appearance 

erChef Australia 

in 2010 as another example of 

his quest for stardom.

Desperate for fame
Even Lachlan’s ex Clare has 

slammed him for being a phony 

who completely changed once 

the cameras stopped rolling.

“Lachlan was in love with 

himself, his dog, and… himself,”  

Clare, 37, told Mamamia earlier 

this year, labelling him “defensive” 

and “aggressive”. 

“I don’t think Lachlan know

what love is,” she added.  “He t

me I was his dream girl and he

never had a connection like th

and yet quickly departed after

last cameras with no word. ”

Now Nat wants people to 

know Lachlan’s true character,

so they’re not fooled by the “ni

guy” demeanour he presents in

front of the cameras.

“People deserve to know 

what he’s like,” says Nat. “He’s

self-obsessed, fame-hungry, 

and just not a nice person.”
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a FAKE!
Former fl ame Natalie warns that the

charming TV lothario is no Mr Nice Guy

‘Lachlan would
just yell at me
for no reason’
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Lachlan and 
Natalie in 
happier times. 

Natalie’s 
feelings 
for him 
quickly 
cooled. 

A lucky
escape!

With ex Clare on
Married at First Sight

Lachlan’s ex tells
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CELEBRITY NEWS

G
lowing Bec Hewitt

showed off the first hint

of a possible baby bump

on a shopping spree with

her five-year-old daughter Ava at

Sydney’s Castle Towers mall.

The former Home and Away

star and mum-of-three couldn’t

keep the smile from her face as

she strolled hand-in-hand with

her youngest, doing her best to

shield her petite bump with her 

shopping bag. 

“Th ey looked so cute walking 

around the shops together,” says 

an onlooker.

Bec’s friends recently revealed 

the 32-year-old  and her hubby 

Lleyton  planned to expand their 

brood now that they’re back in 

Australia for good.

“Bec has wanted another baby 

almost from the moment her 

third child was born,” a source 

close to the family tells Woman’s 

Day. “Motherhood is her life.”

Bec’s baby rumours...

LOOK WHO’S POPPED!
With a suspected 

fourth baby on 

the way, the star is 

happier than ever

Baby 
bump
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S
he’s been infamously unlucky

in love, and now it seems The

Biggest Loser host Fiona Falkiner

has finally found her Mr Right.

Strolling the streets of Sydney with

a handsome mystery man last week,

the eHarmony dating ambassador was

glowing with happiness as she and her

beau laughed and held hands like giddy

teenagers. While the identity of Fiona’s

new man is not yet known, Woman’s Day

understands he is a restaurateur from

Sydney’s Northern Beaches.

“I’m finding it really enjoyable, dating

is really fun,” says the 33-year-old TV host,

who reveals her idea of a perfect date is

having beers on the beach. “It’s about

spending quality time with someone and

getting to know them.”

When Fiona dates, she says she likes

to “look into someone’s eyes to see that

they are down-to-earth, good and kind”.
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Take that, Rupert!
Wendi’s revenge romance

17 years
younger and
filthy rich!

As Rupert 
took his new 
wife Jerry on 
honeymoon, 

Wendi cosied 
up to Charlie.

Finally finds LOVE!
Fiona Falkiner

Fiona and her 
hot date hold 
hands through 
The Rocks in 
Sydney.

H
er ex-husband Rupert 

Murdoch  wed for the fourth  

time just days earlier, but 

Wendi Deng  got her own back 

when she stepped out at Paris Fashion 

Week  arm-in-arm with a handsome – 

and much younger – new man. 

The Chinese-born  businesswoman, 

47 , who was Rupert’s third wife, looked 

the picture of happiness, sitting front 

row at the Giambattista Valli  show with 

30-year-old  professional violinist , model  

and son of a billionaire , Charlie Siem . 

It turns out Wendi’s new beau is the 

complete package – handsome, Eton 

educated  and the UK’s youngest 

university professor . 

Wendi was married to Rupert, 84 , 

for 14  years, before the couple split in 

2013 . Their daughters Grace , 14 , and 

Chloe , 12 , were bridesmaids when the 

media tycoon married former model 

Jerry Hall , 59 , in London .



CELEBRITY NEWS

H
e has a penchant for

models, and now actor

Bradley Cooper has

sparked rumours that

he could be seeing yet another

catwalk beauty.

The 41-year-old American Sniper

star was spotted on a breakfast

date with Naomi Campbell. Both

were dressed down in gym gear as

a relaxed Bradley drove the English

supermodel, 45, to a brekkie spot

in West Hollywood.

His model girlfriend, Irina Shayk,

30, was nowhere to be seen at the

time – but the actor was spotted

supporting her at Paris Fashion

Week earlier this month.

SECRETLY DATING?!
Bradley Cooper & Naomi Campbell

Holiday with her ex
Elle Macpherson’s

Naomi and
Bradley were
dressed down
for their
breakfast date.

Holding
hands? Elle and Arpad 

called off  their 
relationship back 

in 2005.

26 WD  

F
or many women, holidaying with an ex partner 

would be unbearable. But when it comes to 

amicable exes, Elle Macpherson and her former 

boyfriend Arpad Busson are giving “consciously 

uncoupled” Gwyneth Paltrow and Chris Martin a run for 

their money, after enjoying a winter getaway together. 

Elle, 51 , split from the French fi nancier, 53 , in 2005 , but 

it seems there’s no bad blood between them. 

The former couple, who 

were together for nine years, 

appeared nothing but friendly 

in Switzerland, where they 

were spotted on a shopping 

spree in upmarket ski resort 

St Moritz. Some fans are even 

speculating that they might be 

rekindling their old romance.

But it’s likely Arpad and Elle 

were simply uniting to celebrate 

their son Flynn’s 18th birthday. 

The couple’s eldest child – they 

also have son Aurelius, 13  – is 

growing up fast, and proud Elle 

shared a sweet tribute to him 

on Instagram, posting a photo 

of them together which she 

captioned: “Taller than me now… 

and too cool for school. Happy 

birthday Flynn boy.”
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F
irst there was Bec Hewitt

and Beau Brady, then Demi

Harman  and Alec Snow . 

Now it looks like Home 

and Away’s Samantha Jade  and 

Nic Westaway ’s TV relationship 

has turned into something more. 

Th e pair couldn’t keep their 

hands off  each other as they 

kissed and cuddled on the beach 

while shooting the steamy video 

clip for Sam’s single Always . 

“He is a very nice guy,” says 

Sam, who describes her dream 

man as “down-to-earth and 

chilled” with “a lovely heart”.

While Sam, 28 , has been single 

for seven years, Nic, 27 , is newly 

single after splitting from lingerie 

model Shenae Gillespie  last year. 

Fans were quick to spot their 

on-screen chemistry when Sam 

made her Summer Bay debut 

as Isla , playing opposite Nic’s 

character Kyle Braxton .

“Love the chemistry between 

them,” one fan posted on 

Facebook, while another 

commented, “Th ey’re such 

a cute couple.” 

REAL-LIFE ROMANCE?
Nic & Sam

The co-stars 
got steamy for 
Sam’s Always 
music clip.



CELEBRITY NEWS

Much-loved singer and TV star Jon English said hewas still hoping

to be “rocking out on stage” just days before his tragic death

A host of other performers

paid tribute to him within hours

of his death being confirmed last

Thursday morning.

“So incredibly sad,” actress

Rebecca Gibney posted. She and

Steve Jacobs co-starred with Jon

in the ’90s sitcom All Together

Now , and she says the show was 

one of the “joys of my career”. 

Steve says the four years he 

spent working with Jon on the 

sitcom were the “best years of 

my life”, calling him a “great 

actor and true rock legend” .

When Jon went into hospital 

to be treated for broken ribs three

weeks ago, he fully expected to

return to his tour The Rock

Show, but it wasn’t to be.

During treatment, doctors

discovered an issue with his

heart’s aortic valve and he died last

Wednesday from complications

after surgery to fix it. He died of

an aneurysm in the arms of his

wife Carmen and surrounded

by his four children, Jessamin,

Josephine, Jonnie and Julian.

His family released a statement

on his official Facebook page on

Thursday morning.

“It is with the deepest sadness

and the heaviest of hearts that

we confirm the passing of Jon

English. Jon died peacefully

last night, aged 66. Th e cause 

of death was post-operative 

complication. At the time of his 

passing he was surrounded by 

his four children and other close 

family members...

“We are 

needless to 

say completely

shocked and

devastated by

this enormous

and unexpected loss. The music

industry, and indeed the world,

has lost an incredible talent and

the biggest of big hearts. We are

inconsolable and will miss you

immeasurably.”

Jon first found stardom in the

’70s as Judas in the Australian

production of Jesus Christ

Superstar. Tim Rice, who

co-wrote the musical, paid 

tribute to the singer, calling 

him a “superb Aussie Judas”. 

Today entertainment editor 

Richard Wilkins says, “He was 

a star – larger than life with a 

big, colourful personality.”

Musical theatre star Marina 

Prior, who made her debut 

co-starring in The Pirates of 

Penzance  with Jon, says, “We 

have lost an Australian icon .” 

As well as enjoying success 

with All Together Now, in which 

he played aging rocker Bobby 

Rivers, Jon also won a Logie for 

his starring role 

in the TV series 

Against the

Wind and four

ARIA awards.

He kept

his family life private but

was open about his struggles

with depression and alcohol

abuse at the height of his

performing career.

A public service celebrating

Jon’s life will be held, with

details to be released this week.

‘Jon was a great 
actor and a true

rock legend’

Jon was 
a legend of 
TV, stage 
and music.
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Jon English 1949-2016

J
on English never gave up 

on performing. Days before 

his untimely death, he was 

telling fans he’d be back      

            performing hits from a career 

spanning more than 40 years.

TV 

star

Music 

legend
Family

man

From left: Jon with Jane 
Hall, Rebecca Gibney 
and Steve Jacobs in All 
Together Now.

Playing the 
Pirate King 
in Pirates of 
Penzance.

His 1986 album 
Dark Horses 
was just one of 
many releases.

Jon shot to fame 
as Judas in Jesus 
Christ Superstar.

He recorded the 
album  Jokers 
and Queens with 
Marcia Hines. 

Jon won a Logie 
in 1979 for 
Against the Wind. 

A proud Jon with 
daughter Josephine, 
her partner Marcus 
and grandson Jzawo.

In 2000 Jon shared 
the stage with son 
Jonnie in Buskers 
and Angels. 

With his 
wife Carmen.

We’ve lost an Aussie 



icon
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y’ve made no secret of their hatred of one

ther, but things went to a whole new level

amera when the feisty women almost came

lows! “They’ve disliked each other since

y met,” says our source, adding that things

sened as filming progressed. “Monique

s telling everyone

ren and Carmine

ated and that sh

nted them out of

competition!”

ONIQUE & LAUREN

Do you know this

season’s MKR stars?

Write in and tell us!

Email u
s at:womansday@

bauer-media.com.au

M
onique

and

Lauren’s

vicious

exchange on My

Kitchen Rules was the

TV talk of last week.

But behind the

scenes, insiders say

the real catfight is

actually between

Monique and her

teammate and

fellow copper Sarah.

“Monique isn’t as nice as

she seems,” an on-set source

tells Woman’s Day, adding

that the mother-of-four was

so desperate to get on the

show, she was willing to do

whatever it took – including

teaming up with someone she

doesn’t like. “$250,000 is a lot

of prize money,” the insider

continues. “In fact, she and

Sarah faked their friendship

to get on the show.”

MKR sources say the Mount

Druitt cops, who have openly

admitted they only knew one

another for a few months

before signing up, barely speak

when the cameras stop rolling.

“Off screen, they aren’t

even friends,” our insider

spills. “Monique wears the

pants and plays on the fact

that she’s a cop. She tells

everyone, ‘We’re two hard-

ass cops, who wouldn’t be

scared of us?’”

While relations between

the teammates are strained,

MKR’s other contestants have

also been feeling the tension.

“No one was scared of

Monique but we were just left

wondering how they were ever

friends? They seemed more

like enemies,” says our source.

P!
T DE

We reveal the contestants’ 

biggest secrets

REALITY UPDATE

They struggle
to keep up
the pretence.

Monique (left) 
and Sarah’s 
smiles are for 
the cameras.

Monique & Sarah

They HATE
each other! 

The coppers seem like bubbly besties 

but off  camera the gloves are off !  
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Their kids enjoy a

winter wonderland

32WD

ROYAL NEWS

T
here’s nothing quite like 

a child’s fi rst experience 

of snow, as the Duke and 

Duchess of Cambridge  

discovered when they took 

adorable Prince George and his 

baby sister Princess Charlotte on 

marked their first holiday as

a family of four.

Fun in the French Alps
“Th is was the fi rst time either of 

the children had played in the 

snow. It was a very special and 

fun short holiday for the family,” 

a royal spokesperson said. “Th e 

Duke and Duchess hope people 

enjoy the photos.” 

The cute images were taken

in the picturesque Alpine village

of Courchevel, France , where the 

royal couple and their cheeky 

littlies stayed for four nights . 

Dressed in one-piece ski suits, 

it’s likely snow bunnies George 

and Charlotte were quite the 

handful. William revealed last 

month that the royal rascals are 

keeping him and Kate on their 

their very first ski trip last week.

In official photos released

by Kensington Palace, the royal 

siblings appear to be having a 

blast in the French Alps – with 

George , two , and 10-month-old  

Charlotte  looking beyond cute 

in their winter woollies! 

For Kate, 34 , and Wills, 33 , the 

fi ve-day  getaway, which was kept 

top secret until after their return, 

al snow babies!
Wills & Kate’s
first family holiday



toes. “No broken bones s

But they’re trying,” Wills joke

of his kids. “Running around

pushing things and jumping.

Please tell me it gets easier!”

For Kate and Wills, the wint

break also served as the perfe

opportunity for a bit of fun, an

a no-holds-barred snowball fi

was captured on camera by r

photographer John Stillwell. 

ay

The pair looked 
happier than ever 
as they joked around 
in the snow.

Wills cops 
a snowball!
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ROYAL NEWS

Th e royal couple appear more 

in love than ever in the snaps 

they’re sure to treasure.

Skiing holidays are a royal 

tradition, and lucky George and

Charlotte have experienced the

fun much earlier than their dad

who was eight when he fi rst wen

skiing in Austria with mum Diana

and brother Harry in 1991.

Fans of the royal family are 

thrilled to see the pictures, but 

the couple have come under fi re

for not alerting the British press

to their holiday plans.

While select photographers

would have been invited to royal

trips of old, Wills and Kate – who 

some suggest are too uptight 

– are fi ercely defending their right

to privacy, despite their role as 

public figureheads

The Duke and 
Duchess are keen 
skiers, and hope 
their children will 
enjoy the sport.

Charlotte 
poses with 
her daddy.

Wills fi rst saw 
snow in London. 
This snap was 
taken in 1986.
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25 years l
The Aussie icons

have finally kissed

andmade up after

their infamous

on-air punch-up
writes KIETLEY ISRIN

A
s they crack jokes and

reminisce about the

good old days, it’s hard

to imagine that Normie

Rowe and Ron Casey were ever

anything but great mates.

In fact, the two men – who

famously came to blows on the

TV show Midday back in 1991 –

are getting on famously during

Normie’s visit to Ron’s home in

Sydney’s Lower North Shore.

“I can’t believe how good you

look,” Ron, now 86, tells Normie

during their catch-up.

The 1960s pop legend breaks

out in laughter.

“You’re doing all right for 86,

too,” he affectionately replies.

We’ve burie
Normie and Ron   
won’t be having 
any scraps this 
time around!

Ron (left) 
aims a punch 
at Normie 
on live TV!

Normie Rowe
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ater!
As they pose for photos, the 

old foes banter with each other.

“Put your knees together Ron,” 

Normie jokes.

“Girls at the clubs say that too,” 

Ron fi res back with a grin. 

“Let’s hope that doesn’t go 

viral!” quips Normie.

Royal rumble
Th eir on-air brawl, 

which saw staunch

republican Ron 

throw a punch at 

Normie during a 

heated debate over

whether Australia 

should become a republic, is

legendary. But Normie is clear 

that the pair have put the past 

behind them, and he thinks it’s 

time everyone else did too. 

“Th ey still play the footage 

from that night, and if I go out 

someone always mentions it,” 

reveals the 69-year-old .

Speaking of the repercussions 

of the brawl, which saw Ron gain 

a reputation for being 

diffi  cult and has at 

times threatened to 

overshadow both their 

impressive careers, 

Normie adds, “I don’t 

think either of us 

really deserved what 

happened after it.

“I remember 

getting a phone 

call from a friend in Norway the 

evening of the fi ght – he’d seen 

the whole thing on television. 

It was crazy! 

“Ron and I are friends now, 

and we have put the incident 

behind us. While we can’t ignore 

it, no matter what happens in life 

– good or bad – as you mature 

you look at things and say, ‘Oh, 

OK, I’m still here’.” 

Meanwhile, sitting quietly on 

the couch in his living room, Ron 

is a far cry from the controversial, 

outspoken commentator he was 

two decades ago. 

Having survived several strokes

and bladder cancer, today he’s in 

a refl ective mood. Does he regret 

throwing the fi rst punch during 

the heated scuffl  e? 

“Oh yes!” he admits. “It wasn’t 

good that he pushed me, and it 

wasn’t good that I punched him. 

I wish that it hadn’t happened, 

actually, but what can I do? It’s

a shame that’s what I’m going 

to be remembered for.”

Forgive and forget
After their three-hour reunion, 

Ron and Normie share one fi nal 

handshake, proving that all really 

has been forgiven.

“I didn’t think we’d be like this,” 

laughs a worn-out Ron before 

saying his goodbyes. “It was nice 

to see you mate. I hope you are 

well and happy.”

“And you, look after yourself,”

responds Normie, cracking 

a big smile ahead of his trip back 

home to the Gold Coast.

“It’s good to see you’re still 

chipper. You’ve got to keep your 

sense of humour.” 

ed the hatchet... 

They say behind every great
man is an even greater
woman – and that’s
certainly the case for
Ron. His beautiful wife
of almost 50 years
Renate has been by his
side through thick and
thin since they wed in
1966, and he wouldn’t
want it any other way.

“I would be nothing
without this woman,” says
a smitten Ron, who admits
he had to put in the “hard
yards” to win Renate over.

“Stop being so nice darling,
it doesn’t suit you,” jokes Renat
who says her husband has been
misjudged over the years.

“What most people don’t know is
that Ron is the most caring man. He’s
so generous and so kind, and he neve
expects anything in return.”

Ron & Renate
Our love story!

Renate and
Ron are still
inseparabl

‘Ron and I are
friends now and 

we’ve put the fi ght
way behind us’

Normie and 
Ron are happy 
to put the past 
behind them. 

& Ron Casey
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CELEBRITY NEWS

L
ess than two weeks

after announcing her

engagement to actor

Joshua Sasse, Kylie

Minogue was a picture of

happiness when she arrived

home in Australia last week.

In Sydney to perform at

the launch of Qatar Airways’

Sydney route, the 47-year-old

pop star flaunted her dazzling

diamond engagement ring,

after confirming the news of

her upcoming wedding in

a British newspaper.

But back in London, Kylie’s

fiance Josh, 28, didn’t appear to

be missing his new wife-to-be.

In photos that are sure to

break Kylie’s heart, and just

13 days after announcing their

engagement, the Galavant
star was spotted getting close

to a mystery brunette outside

a West London pub.

According to onlookers, Josh

enjoyed a dinner date with

the woman before they were

caught on camera sharing what

appeared to be a goodbye kiss.

The singer’s fiance is spotted

with a mystery woman during

an evening out in London

CAUGHT OUT...
Kylie’s newman

13 days after pro

Jason D0novan

Dated
3 years

Kylie’s loves 

Who’s 
that girl?

Th e pictures will only fuel 

concerns already held by some 

of Kylie’s family and friends. 

Despite a number of high-profi le 

relationships, she’s never married, 

and those close to her are said to 

be worried she’s moving way too 

fast with toy-boy Josh.

Th e couple met when Kylie was 

a special guest on Galavant last 

year , and it’s believed they started 

dating just six months ago. 

While Kylie is clearly head-

over-heels, despite the couple’s 

19-year age gap, friends worry 

Josh could have other motives.

Whirlwind romance
“It has really surprised us how 

quickly Kylie fell in love with 

Josh,”  a friend tells Th e Sun. “She 

has always had her guard up with 

men in the past, but with Josh it 

was an immediate infatuation .”

“Th ere’s been a bit of concern 

about how quickly he was able 

to win Kylie over,” another friend 

adds. “It’s pretty obvious his career 

is hugely important to him and 

we just hope he puts Kylie fi rst .”

Kylie, however, has nothing but 

praise for the young actor, who 

claimed he didn’t even know who 

she was when they fi rst met . 

He’s already appeared in one of 

her videos  and she’s taken him to 

a number of red-carpet events. 

She even invited him on air with 

her during a radio interview on 

Th e Kyle & Jackie O Show . 

“I have a love of my life, which 

is just a beautiful thing and I’m 

just kind of on cloud nine most 

of the time because of Mr Joshua 

Is there yet more 
heartbreak in 
store for Kylie?



Kylie has been 
happily fl ashing 
her diamond and 
emerald ring.

Sasse, my beau,” a smitten Kylie

gushed late last year. 

Growing fears
But those close to the Melbourne-

born singer remain worried.

“She is completely besotted 

with him and would do anything 

for him, ” another friend says. 

“She trusts him 100 per cent, 

but she has been hurt by men so 

many times in the past that we 

just don’t want to see the same 

thing happen again. ”

oposing!

Michael Hutchence 

Dated 
3 years 

James Gooding 

Dated 
3 years 

Olivier Martinez 

Dated 
5 years 

Andres Velencoso  

Dated 
5 years 
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‘There’s been a bit 
of concern about how

quickly he was able
to win Kylie over’



Grand Ferrero Rocher 240g, a milk chocolate and hazelnut shell with 4 Ferrero Rocher 
inside, also available in 125g with 2 Ferrero Rocher inside. Available this Easter.



“UNWRAP 
SOMETHING     
GRAND THIS 

EASTER”
When it comes to celebrating life’s 

magical moments with family and friends, it’s 
no wonder that Easter is a favourite

time of year. Give your loved ones so
magical with a Grand Ferrero Ro

It has the perfect combination 
milk chocolate and hazelnut sh

and individual Ferrero Rocher cho
inside. Certainly a grand surprise

savoured and shared.

Discover our great Easter decora
ideas at ferrerochocolates.com

FerreroChocolatesAustralia
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Give your favourite
mince a flavour kick
with our all-new

meal ideasMINCE!
Marvellous

MEATBALLS IN MUSHROOM SAUCE 
SERVES 4-6  PREP 20 MINS  COOK 20 MINS  PER SERVE 2531kJ  COST $$

✦  2 tbsp olive oil, 
plus 1 tbsp extra

✦  1 onion, fi nely chopped
✦  250g cup mushrooms, 

quartered
✦  1 carrot, grated
✦  1 garlic clove, crushed
✦  500g pork and veal mince
✦   1 rasher rindless bacon, 

fi nely chopped
✦  ⅓ cup dry breadcrumbs
✦  1 egg, whisked
✦  2 tsp thyme leaves
✦  ½ cup white wine

✦  ½ cup cream
✦  ¼ cup chopped basil, 

plus extra to serve
✦  250g spaghetti
✦  2 zucchini, peeled into ribbons
✦  shaved parmesan, to serve

1 In a large frying pan, heat half 

oil on medium. Saute onion 4-5 

minutes until tender. Spoon half 

onion into a large bowl and cool.

2 Add mushrooms and carrot 

to pan. Saute 4-5 minutes, until 

almost tender. Add garlic and 

cook 1 minute. Remove vegetables 

from pan. 

3 Add mince, bacon, breadcrumbs, 

egg and thyme to cooled onion in 

bowl. Season and mix well. Shape 

tbsps into balls.

4 In same frying pan, heat 

remaining oil on high. Cook 

meatballs 5-6 minutes, turning, 

until evenly browned. Pour in 

wine and simmer 2-3 minutes 

until almost evaporated. 

5 Stir in cream and basil, and 

bring to boil. Reduce heat to low 

and simmer 4-5 minutes, until 

sauce thickens. Season to taste.

6 Meanwhile, in a large pan of 

salted boiling water, cook pasta 

following packet instructions, 

adding zucchini for fi nal minute 

of cooking. Drain well and toss 

with extra oil.

7 Serve meatballs on a bed of 

pasta mixture, topped with extra 

basil and parmesan.

TIP Accompany this 

dish with a mixed salad, 

or add some quartered 

artichoke hal
ves.

FOOD TO LOVE



TEXAN SLOPPY JOES WITH CORN SLAW
MAKES 6  PREP 15 MINS  COOK 20 MINS  PER SERVE 3745kJ  COST $$

✦  1 tbsp olive oil
✦  1 onion, thinly sliced
✦  1 red capsicum, seeded, 

thinly sliced
✦  1 carrot, grated 
 ✦  500g beef mince
✦  35g packet taco seasoning
✦  400g can tomato puree
✦  6 large soft white damper 

rolls, halved, toasted
✦  ½ cup grated cheddar cheese
CORN SLAW
✦  2 cups shredded cabbage

✦  400g can corn, rinsed, drained
✦  2 green onions, chopped
✦  ¼ cup sour cream
✦  2 tbsp lime juice

1 In a large frying pan, heat oil on 

high. Saute onion, capsicum and 

carrot 3-4 minutes until tender. 

2 Add mince to pan. Brown 5-6 

minutes, breaking up lumps. Stir 

in spice mix, cook 2 minutes. 

3 Mix in tomato puree. Reduce 

heat to low, simmer 4-5 minutes 

until mixture thickens. 

4 CORN SLAW In a large bowl, 

toss all ingredients together. 

Season to taste.

5 Pile slaw onto rolls. Top with 

mince mixture and sprinkle 

cheese on top. Serve hot.

TIP If liked, add some heat by serving with a drizzle of chilli sauce or adding some chopped chilli or dried chilli flakes to the mince mixture.
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INDIAN PAPPADUM NACHOS
SERVES 4  PREP 15 MINS  COOK 20 MINS  PER SERVE 2766kJ  COST $$$

✦  1 tbsp vegetable oil 
or ghee

✦  1 red onion, ½ sliced, 
½ fi nely chopped

✦  2 tsp grated ginger 
✦  1 garlic clove, crushed
✦  500g beef mince
✦  400g can chickpeas, 

drained
✦  2 tbsp korma curry paste

✦  400g can diced tomatoes
✦  75g pack mini pappadums
✦  1 Lebanese cucumber, 

fi nely chopped
✦  ⅓ cup thick Greek-style 

yoghurt
✦  ¼ cup mango chutney 
✦  ½ cup Bhuja Original 

Snack mix
✦ coriander leaves, to serve 

1 In a large frying pan, heat oil or 

ghee on high. Saute sliced onion, 

ginger and garlic 3-4 minutes, until 

lightly coloured. 

2 Add mince and cook 5-6 minutes, 

breaking up lumps, until evenly 

browned. Stir in chickpeas and 

curry paste and cook 1-2 minutes 

until chickpeas are lightly toasted. 

3 Stir in diced tomatoes and reduce 

heat to low. Simmer, covered, 4-5 

minutes until slightly thickened.

4 Arrange mini pappadums on a 

serving platter. Spoon beef mixture 

over. Sprinkle with fi nely chopped 

onion and cucumber. Dollop with 

yoghurt and chutney and sprinkle 

with Bhuja mix and coriander. 
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TIP Cook mini uncooked 

pappadums in the 

microwave if pre-cooked 

ones are unav
ailable.

FOOD TO LOVE
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ONE-PAN MOUSSAKA 
SERVES 4  PREP 20 MINS  COOK 30 MINS  PER SERVE 2971kJ  COST $$

✦  2 tbsp olive oil
✦  1 eggplant, 2cm cubes
✦  1 onion, fi nely chopped
✦  500g lamb mince
✦  1 tsp ground cinnamon
✦  1 tsp dried mint
✦  1 tsp dried oregano
✦  2 garlic cloves, crushed
✦  1 tbsp tomato paste
✦  1 cup red wine
✦  400g can diced tomatoes
✦ torn parsley
✦ crusty bread, to serve

WHITE SAUCE
✦  40g butter
✦  2 tbsp plain fl our
✦  2 cups milk, warmed
✦  1 cup grated parmesan
✦  1 egg
✦  ½ tsp ground nutmeg

1 In a large, shallow fl ameproof 

casserole dish, heat oil on high. 

Saute eggplant and onion 3-4 

minutes, until lightly browned. 

2 Add mince to pan and cook 5-6 

minutes, breaking up lumps, until 

evenly browned. Add spices and 

garlic and cook 1-2 minutes, until 

fragrant. Stir in paste, cook 1 minute. 

3 Add wine to pan to deglaze, 

simmering until liquid is almost 

evaporated. Stir in tomatoes and 

reduce heat to low. Simmer 8-10 

minutes, until sauce thickens.

4 Preheat oven grill to hot, 200°C. 

5 WHITE SAUCE Meanwhile, in a 

saucepan, melt butter on medium. 

Stir in fl our, cook 1 minute. Remove 

from heat. Gradually whisk in milk 

until smooth. Return to heat and 

cook, stirring, until sauce boils and 

thickens. Remove from heat. Whisk 

in half parmesan, egg and nutmeg. 

Spoon over lamb mixture in pan 

to cover. Sprinkle with remaining 

parmesan and nutmeg. 

6 Grill 2-3 minutes until top is 

golden. Sprinkle with parsley and 

serve with bread.

TIP If preferred, replace the white sauce with 300ml carton 
thickened cream and 250g tub 
light sour cream. Add parmesan, egg and nutmeg as above.



✦ 1 tbsp olive oil
✦ 1 onion, fi nely chopped
✦ 500g turkey mince
✦ 2 tsp smoky paprika
✦ 375g jar chipotle tomato salsa
✦  250g packet microwave 

brown rice with quinoa
✦  400g can black beans, 

rinsed, drained
✦ 50g baby spinach leaves
✦ 1 beetroot, peeled, grated
✦  100g feta, crumbled
✦ chargrilled tortillas, to serve
BROCCOLI GUACAMOLE
✦  ½ head broccoli, cut 

into fl orets

✦ 1 tbsp water
✦ 1 avocado, seeded, peeled
✦  2 tbsp lime juice, plus wedges 

to serve
✦ 1 tbsp pickled jalapeno 

1 In a large frying pan heat oil on high. 

Saute onion 3-4 minutes until tender.

2 Add mince and brown 5-6 minutes, 

breaking up lumps. Stir in paprika and 

cook 1-2 minutes until fragrant. Mix in 

salsa. Reduce heat to low and simmer 

2-3 minutes until thickened. 

3 BROCCOLI GUACAMOLE 
Meanwhile, place broccoli and water 

in a microwave-safe bowl. Cover with

plastic wrap and microwave on high 

(100%) 2 minutes until tender. Rinse 

under cold water and drain well. In 

a food processor combine broccoli, 

avocado, lime juice and jalapeno. 

Process until smooth and season. 

4 In a medium microwave-safe bowl, 

combine rice and beans. Microwave 

on high (100%) 2 minutes.

5 Divide rice mixture and spinach 

between serving bowls. Top with 

turkey, beetroot and feta. Dollop 

with broccoli guacamole. Serve with 

toasted tortillas, if liked. 

SUPER BURRITO BOWLS WITH BROCCOLI GUACAMOLE
SERVES 4  PREP 20 MINS  COOK 20 MINS  PER SERVE 2378kJ  COST $$$
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PORK GYOZA SALAD 
SERVES 4  PREP 40 MINS  COOK 10 MINS  
PER SERVE 1258kJ COST $$

✦  250g pork mince
✦  2 green onions, fi nely chopped
✦  1 tbsp soy sauce
✦  1 garlic clove, crushed 
✦  1 tsp sesame oil
✦  20 gow gee wrappers
✦  ¼ cup water
✦  1 tbsp vegetable oil
✦  200g snow peas, trimmed, 

thinly sliced lengthways 
✦  1 large carrot, shredded
✦  1 large cucumber, peeled 

into ribbons

✦  1 bunch radish, trimmed, 
fi nely sliced

✦  2 tsp toasted sesame seeds
SESAME DRESSING
✦  2 tbsp rice-wine vinegar
✦  1 tbsp soy sauce
✦  1 green onion, fi nely chopped
✦  1 tsp sesame oil
✦  1 tsp grated ginger 

1 In a large bowl, combine pork 

mince, onion, soy sauce, garlic and 

sesame oil. Season and mix well. 

2 Working with fi ve wrappers at a 

time, place on a clean work surface. 

Spoon heaped tsps of mixture in 

the centre of each. Brush one side 

of wrapper edge with a little water. 

Fold 1cm pleats down one side of 

wrapper, pressing together with fl at 

edge to seal. Repeat with remaining 

wrappers and fi lling.

3 SESAME DRESSING In a small 

jug, stir all ingredients together. 

4 In a large frying pan, heat water 

and oil on high. Add dumplings 

and simmer, covered, 2 minutes. 

Uncover and simmer 5-7 minutes 

until water evaporates and pastry 

turns golden underneath. 

5 In a large salad bowl, combine 

snow peas, carrot, cucumber and 

radish. Toss with half dressing. 

Top with hot gyoza, drizzle with 

remaining dressing and sprinkle 

with sesame seeds to serve.
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TIPS For a spicy dressing add ½ tsp 

wasabi paste or hot E
nglish mustard.

This would be even 
more delicious 

served with sliced avo
cado. Bulk 

out the salad
 with finely shredded 

wombok or choy sum.



✦ 1 tbsp olive oil, plus
1 tbsp extra

✦  3 streaky bacon rashers, 
1 fi nely chopped, 2 halved 

✦  1 baby fennel bulb, ½ fi nely 
chopped, ½ reserved

✦  1 buerre bosc pear, ½ grated, 
½ reserved

✦  2 garlic cloves, crushed 
✦  2 tsp fi nely chopped rosemary, 

plus extra sprig
✦ 500g pork mince

✦ ½ cup dried breadcrumbs
✦  1 egg, whisked
✦  60g rocket leaves
✦  1 tbsp lemon juice
GLAZE 
✦  1 tbsp Dijon mustard 
✦  1 tbsp honey 
✦  1 tbsp white vinegar

1 Preheat oven to moderate, 

180°C. Line a small roasting pan 

with baking paper. 

2 In a pan, heat oil on medium.

Saute chopped bacon, chopped 

fennel and grated pear 4-5 minutes 

until soft. Add garlic and rosemary, 

cook 2 minutes. Cool.

3 In a large bowl, combine bacon 

mixture with mince, breadcrumbs 

and egg. Season and mix well.

4 Mould mixture into a 12 x 22cm 

loaf shape. Transfer to roasting pan. 

Thinly slice remaining pear. Arrange 

on top of meatloaf alternately with 

remaining bacon

pieces. Bake 25 minutes. 

5 GLAZE In a small bowl, 

stir all ingredients together.

6 Drain juices from pan, if required. 

Brush meatloaf all over with glaze 

and top with extra rosemary sprig. 

Bake 15-20 minutes until sticky and 

golden. Cool 5 minutes.

7 Finely slice remaining fennel. 

Toss with rocket, extra oil and juice. 

Serve meatloaf in slices with salad. 

PORK & FENNEL MEATLOAF
SERVES 4  PREP 30 MINS  COOK 55 MINS  PER SERVE 2040kJ  COST $$$
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SMOKY
PORK SALAD
SERVES 4  PREP 15 MINS 
COOK 5 MINS  PER SERVE 1651kJ

✦  ¼ cup lemon juice
✦  ⅓ cup olive oil, plus 1 tbsp extra
✦  3 tsp smoky paprika
✦  4 pork loin steaks
✦  1 iceberg lettuce, roughly 

chopped
✦  250g punnet cherry tomatoes, 

halved
✦  1 avocado, seeded, sliced 
✦  1 cup alfalfa sprouts
✦  1 Lebanese cucumber, peeled 

into ribbons

1 In a small jug, whisk lemon juice and oil 

together. In a large bowl, combine 1 tbsp 

lemon oil mixture with paprika. Add pork 

steaks, rubbing to coat. 

2 In a frying pan, heat extra oil on high. Cook 

steaks 2 minutes each side until cooked to 

taste. Cool slightly, then slice thinly.

3 Meanwhile, on a serving platter, toss 

lettuce, tomatoes, avocado, sprouts, 

cucumber and lemon dressing. Serve topped 

with pork slices.

✦ VARIATIONS If liked, add a thinly sliced 

red onion to the salad. Baked fl atbread pieces 

would add a delicious crunch.

✦ PREPARATION TIP Use a vegetable 

peeler to peel zucchini into ribbons or try 

a spiraliser for long curly shreds.

✦ SERVING TIP If liked, serve the pork 

and salad in a crusty baguette. 

EGGPLANT, ARTICHOKE & RICOTTA PASTA
SERVES 4  PREP 12 MINS  COOK 5 MINS  PER SERVE 2763kJ

✦  500g packet fresh lasagne sheets, 
2cm ribbons

✦  300g jar chargrilled eggplant, drained, 
oil reserved, sliced

✦  300g jar marinated artichokes, drained, 
oil reserved, quartered 

✦  ½ cup sun-dried tomatoes, chopped
✦  100g salami, thinly sliced
✦  1 cup basil leaves
✦  ¼ cup lemon juice
✦  1 garlic clove, crushed
✦  100g ricotta, crumbled

1 In a large saucepan of boiling salted water, 

cook lasagne sheets 2-3 minutes until tender. 

Drain. Return to pan.

2 Meanwhile, add eggplant, artichokes, tomatoes, 

salami and basil to pasta, tossing well. Season.

3 In a small bowl, combine ¼ cup reserved oil, 

lemon juice and garlic. Toss into pasta. Serve 

topped with ricotta.

✦ VARIATION Use feta or goat’s cheese in 

place of ricotta. If liked, add some black olives 

and replace salami with torn prosciutto.

 BUDGET 
DINNERS

Weeknight

Tuesday

Monday

$3.85
PER 

SERVE

$3.50
PER 

SERVE

FOOD TO LOVE
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SPANISH
OMELETTE
SERVES 4  PREP 5 MINS 
COOK 15 MINS  PER SERVE 1874kJ

✦  250g chat potatoes, quartered 
✦  1 ½ tbsp olive oil
✦  2 dried chorizo, sliced
✦  2 tsp smoked paprika
✦  2 green onions, sliced, plus extra 

to serve 
✦  6 eggs
✦  ½ cup thickened cream
✦  2 tomatoes, fi nely chopped
✦  1 cup parsley leaves

1 Preheat oven to moderate, 180°C.

2 In a medium saucepan of boiling, salted 

water, cook potatoes 5 minutes. Drain.

3 In a 24cm ovenproof frying pan, heat oil 

on medium. Cook potatoes 2-3 minutes until 

golden brown. Add chorizo and cook 1 minute 

until crispy. Add paprika and onions.

4 In a jug, whisk eggs and cream together. 

Pour over potato mixture. Cook 5 minutes.

5 Transfer to oven and bake 5-6 minutes until 

just set. Top with tomatoes, parsley and extra 

onions. Serve in wedges.

✦ COOKING TIP To make this dish even 

faster, purchase prepared microwave potatoes 

or slice up drained canned potatoes.

✦ VARIATIONS Add halved cherry tomatoes 

and torn parsley leaves to the mixture. Leftovers 

will last 2-3 days in an airtight container in the 

fridge – they make a great lunch or snack.

VEGETABLE
& HAM TART
SERVES 4  PREP 10 MINS 
COOK 15 MINS  PER SERVE 3100kJ

✦  2 sheets puff  pastry, thawed, halved
✦  190g jar sun-dried tomato pesto
✦  250g shaved ham, sliced
✦  100g feta, crumbled
✦  2 cups frozen peas
✦  1 bunch asparagus, trimmed, shaved
✦  60g bag baby rocket leaves
✦  balsamic glaze, to serve

1 Preheat oven to hot, 200°C. Lightly grease 

and line two large oven trays. 

2 Place one sheet puff  pastry on each tray. 

Spread evenly with pesto, leaving a 1cm edge. 

Sprinkle ham and crumbled feta. 

3 Bake 15 minutes until pastry is crisp and 

golden brown.

4 Meanwhile, in a large saucepan of boiling, 

salted water, blanch peas and asparagus 1 

minute. Drain and refresh under cold running 

water. Drain again. Transfer to a bowl and 

toss with rocket leaves.

5 Top tarts with asparagus mixture. Drizzle 

with balsamic and serve sliced.

✦ COOKING TIP To ensure a crispy pastry 

crust, preheat the oven trays before placing 

baking paper topped with pastry on them.

✦ PREPARATION TIP Use a vegetable 

peeler to shave the asparagus.

✦ VARIATION To make this a little more 

substantial, whisk together 2 eggs and drizzle 

over the ham and feta before baking.

COLD SOBA NOODLE 
& CHICKEN SALAD
SERVES 4  PREP 15 MINS 
COOK 15 MINS  PER SERVE 1527kJ

✦  270g packet soba noodles
✦  1 tbsp vegetable oil
✦  2 chicken breast fi llets
✦  ½ cup light soy sauce
✦  ½ cup rice-wine vinegar
✦  2 tbsp sugar
✦  2 tbsp grated ginger
✦  3 tsp sesame oil
✦  1 Lebanese cucumber, cut 

into matchsticks 
✦  1 carrot, cut into matchsticks 
✦  2 green onions, sliced
✦  1 tbsp toasted sesame seeds

1 In a large saucepan of boiling water, 

cook noodles 3-4 minutes following packet 

instructions until tender. Drain and rinse 

under cold water. Transfer to a large bowl.

2 In a medium frying pan, heat oil on medium. 

Cook chicken 3-4 minutes each side until 

cooked through. Shred using two forks.

3 In a jug, combine soy, vinegar, sugar, ginger 

and sesame oil. Stir until sugar dissolves.

4 Toss noodles with dressing, cucumber, 

carrot, onions and shredded chicken. Sprinkle 

with sesame seeds to serve.

✦ PREPARATION TIP Purchase a hand-held 

julienne peeler that easily produces vegetable 

matchsticks or use a mandolin.

✦ VARIATION If liked, add capsicum and 

zucchini matchsticks.

Wednesd Thursday Friday

$3.00
PER 

SERVE

$3.40
PER 

SERVE
$2.50

PER 
SERVE
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WEEKEND 
PROJECT

Served with crunchy flatbread, this home-cured orange and mustard salmon

is perfect for a lazy Sunday lunch, or as a starter for a special dinner

SERVES 6-8 PREP 1 HOUR 30 MINS +
CHILLING + PROVING COOK 25 MINS

✦ 1 cup coarse sea salt
✦ 1 cup loosely packed soft

brown sugar
✦ 1 bunch dill, stalks and fronds

chopped separately
✦ 2 tbsp wholegrain mustard
✦ finely grated zest 2 oranges
✦ 1kg salmon fillet, skin on,

pin-boned
✦ 2 tbsp Dijon mustard
PEPITA CRISPS
✦ 1¼ cups wholemeal flour
✦ 1 cup white spelt flour
✦ ½ cup pepitas
✦ ¾ tsp fine salt
✦ ¾ cup warm water
✦ 1½ tbsp honey
✦ 1 tbsp olive oil
✦ ½ tsp dried yeast
AVOCADO CREME FRAICHE
✦ 2 ripe avocados, halved,

flesh scooped
✦ ½ cup creme fraiche
✦ ¼ cup chopped basil
✦ finely grated zest, juice 1 lemon
✦ 1 long green chilli, seeded

1 In a medium bowl, combine salt, sugar,

chopped dill stalks, wholegrain mustard

and half zest. Place salmon on a lined

oven tray. Using your hands, pack salt

mixture firmly onto salmon fillet to

completely cover (PIC 1).

2 Wrap entire tray tightly in plastic wrap,

removing as much air as possible. Place a

second tray on top, then top with weights

(use canned food). Chill 8-12 hours.

3 PEPITA CRISPS Meanwhile, in a bowl

of an electric mixer fitted with a dough

hook, combine all dry ingredients. In a jug,

whisk water, honey, oil and yeast together.

Set aside 10 minutes until frothy. With

the motor running, gradually add yeast

mixture, beating on low speed 6-8

minutes until a smooth dough is formed

around the beater. Knead on a lightly

floured surface (spelt flour) 1 minute and

shape into a log. Divide into 14 even

pieces. Arrange on a lined oven tray.

Cover with a damp tea towel and leave

to prove in the fridge 8-12 hours.

4 Preheat oven to moderate, 180°C.

On a lightly floured surface, roll dough

pieces into long ovals as thin as the

seeds will allow (PIC 2). Arrange on lined

oven trays. Bake 15-20 minutes until

golden and crisp. Transfer to a wire

rack to cool completely.

5 When ready to serve, remove

salmon from fridge and uncover.

Rinse well in cold water and dry

thoroughly with paper towel.

Place skin-side down on board.

Brush evenly with Dijon

mustard. Sprinkle generously

with finely chopped dill

fronds and remaining

orange zest, pressing

on gently.

6 Using a large sharp

knife, slice salmon very

thinly, using a single

cutting motion and

angling knife at the base

to slice away from skin (PIC 3).

7 AVOCADO CREME FRAICHE Just

before serving, process all ingredients in

a food processor until smooth. Season.

8 Serve sliced cured salmon with avocado

creme fraiche and pepita crisps, and

accompany with salad (see tip).

Citrus salmon 
with pepita crisps 
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✓  Steps 1-3 can be

done the da
y before

✓  For the salad
,

combine 1 shaved

baby fennel
bulb,

segments of 2

oranges, 1 bunch finely

shaved radis
h and ½ bunch picked

watercress. D
ress with

a little olive
 oil.

Jennene’s top tips



Busy Sydney

dwellers and

Melburnians l sten up: some of Australia’s

best restaurants and takeaway joints now

deliver in 30 minutes! Head to suppertime.

com.au to take your pick from top foodie

haunts near you. More cities coming soon.

YI

54 WD  

All the latest 

tips, tricks

and trends

for foodies
Kitchen HQ

For the perfect starter, give this delicious
sweet and savoury bruschetta a try

SERVES 8 PREP 20 MINS  COOK 30 MINS  
PER SERVE 1902kJ

1 Preheat oven to moderate, 180°C. Line 

an oven tray with baking paper.

2 In a large bowl, toss 500g peeled, cubed  

pumpkin with 2 tbsp olive oil and 2 crushed 

garlic cloves. Spread over tray. Season. Roast 

20 minutes. 

3 Brush 4 rindless bacon rashers with 2 tbsp 

maple syrup. Bake with pumpkin for 

a further 5-10 minutes, until bacon is crisp 

and pumpkin tender. Cool, chop bacon.

4 In a large bowl, combine pumpkin, bacon, 

1 bunch trimmed, shaved baby beetroot and 

reserved beetroot leaves. Season. 

5 Arrange 16  sourdough toasts on a platter 

and pile vegetable mixture on top. Sprinkle 

toasted walnuts over and drizzle with olive 

oil and white balsamic to serve.

SPIRITS
The basics, including gin,
tequila, rum, bourbon,
scotch and vodka.

MIXERS
Bitters, sweet and dry

vermouths, fresh fruit (don’t waste
money on fruit liqueurs), ginger

ale, soda and tonic waters.

TOOLS
A cocktail shaker, strainer,

i ing spoon for stirring

ring, and a
our shots.

Ice trays

$27.99 for two
Yellow Octopus
yellowoctopus.

com.au

Bottle opener

$22.95
Outliving
outliving.

com/au

Glassware set

from $12.95
Zara Home
zarahome.

com/au

For more tricks and tasty recipes head to 

Bar guru Tim Phillips reveals
how to revive the cute retro 
drinks trolley at your place

2-MINUTE 
MASTERCLASS

Chelsea buns
1 Combine 3 cups bakers fl our, 

¼ cup caster sugar, 3 tsp dried 

yeast and 1 tsp salt. Add ¾ cup 

warm milk, 50g melted butter 

and 1 egg. Knead 5 minutes. Prove 

in a greased bowl, 1 hour. 

2 Punch down. Roll out to 20 x 

30cm. Brush with 30g soft butter. 

Sprinkle over ¼ cup brown sugar, 

¼ cup each chopped dried fruit 

and 2 tsp cinnamon. Roll up. 

3 Cut 10 slices. Arrange cut-side 

up in greased 22cm round cake 

pan. Prove 20 minutes. Bake 

200°C 10 minutes, 180°C 20 

minutes. Brush with warm jam. 

Cool. Mix 1 cup icing sugar, 2 tbsp 

water and pink food colouring. 

Drizzle icing over buns.

1

2

3

Create your own 

ATHOME BAR

Bar cart
accessories3O

F THE BES
T

Your starter kit

Essential glassware
GOBLETS
Cut down on glassware by 
choosing a style suitable for 

cocktails like Pimm’s as well 

as red and white wines.

TUMBLERS
Short glasses are a must 

for G&Ts and anything 
neat, while highballs 

are essential for mojitos 
or anything with juice.

MARTINI GLASSES 
Th ese keep warm hands 
at bay. Use for margaritas 

and espresso Martinis.

Pumpkin!
CHEAP 

THIS 

WEEK!
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Call 1300 365 891 to find your nearest consultant 
or visit www.cambridgeweightplan.com.au

A D V E R T I S I N G P R O M O T I O N

“I was carrying around my 13-year-old
daughter,” says father of five
Greg Paton, who lost nearly 55kg
thanks to Cambridge Weight Plan.

“From diet failure to
long term weight loss”

You have five Steps from 
which to choose your 
Plan, with or without 
conventional food. 
Each week your Consultant 
will weigh and measure 
you and give advice on 
how to follow the Plan. 
On reaching your goal 
weight you are taken 
through two Steps known 
as Stabilisation and 
Maintenance and given 
strategies on how to 
overcome your bad habits 
for good and how to eat 
healthily, to help you 
manage your weight long 
term. Most Consultants 
lost their weight the same 
way, so understand the 
difficulties you face – and 
because of this, they will 
help you complete your 
weight loss journey 
successfully.

We’re here 
to help you
Cambridge Consultants 
are world famous for the 
one-to-one superior 
support they offer to help 
keep you motivated. 

Cambridge 
Consultant 

Tamara Lynam 

“I found the Plan so simple 
to follow that I did not cheat 
once during the entire six 
months I was on it.” Greg Paton

I am a 39-year-old father of five children ranging in age from
two to 16 years. I work 11 to 12 hours a day as a truck driver,
and for most of that time I am inactive. Prior to starting
Cambridge Weight Plan, I was consuming around three litres
of soft drink per day and unhealthy fast foods along my route.

When I saw a photo of myself taken on my 39th birthday, I
was disgusted with my appearance and could not believe how
much I had let myself go. In March last year I read an article in
a magazine about someone’s weight loss journey with
Cambridge Weight Plan and that stuck in my head. At that
time I wasn’t ready to commit to a diet plan – but by July my
weight was out of control and I knew I was ready to begin my
own journey. After meeting with my Consultant Tamara, I knew
I could do this. I found the Plan so simple to follow that I did
not cheat once during the entire six months I was on it. When I
was overweight I used to struggle to put on my shoes and
socks. I was exhausted after the effort –
but now I am feeling fantastic! I am
sleeping so much better now and am not
constantly being woken up with acid reflux.

The next step for me, as I have now
reached my goal weight, is to start an
exercise programme to sculpt, tone and
strengthen my body. I love being able
to fit into clothes that I haven’t worn for
15 years!

Right from the very first phone call with
my Consultant Tamara, I felt welcomed
and at ease. She was able to modify the
programme to allow me to only consume
Cambridge products. This helped
immensely, as I do not have a lot of time
to prepare meals. It has been good to
have the help and support of Tamara, who
still monitors my progress every week and
is also always available for a chat.

If ever I need a reminder as to how heavy I was, I just pick
up my 13-year old daughter. I’m really not sure how I used to 
carry around more than her weight with me everyday? 

After

Before

Greg lost nearly 
55kg with the help 

of  Cambridge



C
an’t miss an episode of MKR

but haven’t exercised today?

There’s no need to choose

between the two: our workout

lets you do both!

Studies show that exercising hard

for short, sharp bursts can help you get

fitter and slimmer much quicker than

slogging it out for hours at the gym.

Even better, you don’t need any fancy,

expensive equipment – you can do it all

in the comfort of

your own home.

You can even do it

in front of the TV!

We enlisted the help of personal

trainer Ben Lucas (flowathletic.com.au)

to create the perfect full-body circuit

you can do during the ad breaks of your

favourite show. The rules? There aren’t

any. Whenever a commercial comes

on, just get up and get moving!

6 WD

HEALTH

Watch your favourite TV show

and tone up at the same time

with our easy, speedy circuit
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AD-break

2
workout

Move1
Body target: ARMS
➤ With arms straight, positio

hands shoulder-width apart behind you,

either on the edge of the couch or on the 

fl oor. Just make sure the surface you use 

is sturdy enough to hold your weight.

➤ You can either start with your 

legs bent at around 90 degrees or 

straighten them if you want to make 

the exercise harder.

➤ Slowly bend your elbows, lowering 

your bottom down towards the fl oor 

until you’re just off  the ground. 

➤ Then slowly push yourself 

back up. This is one rep, aim 

for around 20 reps in 

30 seconds.

TRICEP DIPS

How it 
works

Each ad break lasts about two-and-a-half minutes, 
so spend 30 seconds on each move and don’t rest 

between them. Do this each time an ad break comes 
on during an hour-long show and you’ve got yourself 

a complete body workout. Use the fi rst ad break to 
concentrate on perfecting your technique.

Get fit in minutes!

Ben Lucas.
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Body target: BACK, CORE & ABS
➤ Begin by positioning yourself

on all fours on the fl oor.

➤ Now simultaneously raise your 

left arm and right leg off  the ground 

until they're in line with your body. 

Squeeze your glutes together 

for stability.

➤ Hold this position for four seconds, 

then slowly lower your arm and leg 

back down to the start position.

➤ Repeat, this time using your 

right arm and left leg. Aim 

for around 8-10 reps in 

30 seconds, alternating 

sides with each rep.

Body target: BUM & LEGS
➤ Stand with your feet wider than shoulder-

width apart and your toes slightly turned out.

➤ Press your hands together in front of 

you for balance and face forwards. Keep 

h pulled in and your chest 

or the entire movement.

ack straight, slowly push 

wards and lower yourself 

squat. Aim to go to your 

west point in four counts.

ack up to standing in two 

queeze your glutes at the 

e going into the next rep. 

10-12 reps in 30 seconds.

Body target: STOMACH
& OBLIQUES (THE MUSCLES AT 
THE SIDES OF YOUR WAIST)
➤ Lie on your right side in a straight line 

with your right forearm on the ground 

and bent at 90 degrees. Your elbow 

should be directly under your shoulder.

➤ Make sure your feet are stacked on 

top of each other, the right one on 

the ground and the left on top.

➤ Suck your stomach in, then pull your hips 

and legs off  the ground so you are balanced 

on the side of your right foot and forearm.

➤ Hold the position for 15 seconds 

without letting your hips drop. 

Squeeze your glutes for stability.

➤ Now switch and repeat on 

the other side.

ALTERNATE SUPERMAN
Move2

SUMO SQUAT
Move3

SIDE PLANK
Move4

BTW
This type of workout – also 
known as interval training 

– has a host of health 
benefi ts, including easing 
arthritis pain and helping 

to prevent type 2 
diabetes.
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HEALTH

HealthHQ Get motivated with 

the latest in fi tness 

and wellbeing

… of women admit they have no idea whether

the likelihood they’ll develop breast or ovarian

cancer is higher than average**. The good news

is, Pink Hope has an online tool to help you

understand your risk. Visit pinkhope.org.au

Don’t let a stressful moment snowball –
nip it in the bud by pouring yourself
a lemongrass tea. It’s believed the
aroma can help relieve tension

and restore calm.

2-minute
stress buster!

H!
ICEUP

TURMERIC It’s believed to be a powerful
antibiotic that can strengthen digestion.

Recent research shows a compound in

turmeric may ward off Alzheimer’s disease*.

Add it to Indian dishes, fish and plain rice.

DILL Can help provide relief from insomnia,

hiccups, diarrhoea and menstrual disorders.

Add it to Seafood dishes – it’s great with salmon
– as well as in frittatas and potato salad.

CARDAMOM Has a history of settling upset stomachs,

as well as banishing bad breath and sore throats.
Add it to Tea, coffee and cakes.

CAYENNE PEPPER Helps suppress your appetite,

burn calories and relieve cluster headaches.
Add it to Everything from steak to chicken and fish.

Get your herb and spice rack in order! More
than a way to add flavour, they also have the
potential to help with a myriad health issues

66%

DID YOU KNOW?
SNACKING ON ALMONDS 

WON’T JUST KEEP 

YOU FULL BETWEEN 

MEALS – NEW STUDIES 

SHOW THEY’RE ALSO A 

GREAT SOURCE OF IRON TO 

HELP BOOST YOUR LIBIDO!

Hugh Jackman  has
taken to Twitter to
reveal he’s been 
treated for skin 
cancer for the fi fth
time in three years
“An example of wha
when you don’t use
Basal cell . Mildest fo
USE SUNSCREEN P
he captioned a pictu
bandaged nose. “I ne
sunscreen growing
a prime candidate f
star, 47, previously re
“I go every three mo
check-ups. It’s the ne
for me. My doctor sa
have more.” Concer
your moles at sunsm

CELEB
Healthwatch
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Start y
our

Weight Lo
ss

Journey
today

with new
XL-S Medical

Consumers should always re

Convenient and discreet powder sachet. It means you can 
take it everywhere and without the need of water.

COMBINE XL-S MEDICAL WITH A BALANCED DIET & EXERCISE

SO EASY. DIRECT DOSE, 

NO WATER NEEDED.

 Natural active ingredient sourced 
from prickly pear

 Sweet berry flavoured powder sachet
 Easy to use, 1 sachet 3X a day 

immediately after meal time 

AS SEEN ON

TV
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FASHION

R
Pick of the bes

Chambray is 
so hot right now 

and can be worn with 
absolutely everything. 

This coat is a great 
way to dress down 

an offi  ce outfi t.

Trench Blessed 
are the Meek 
at The Iconic 
$279.96 (1-3). 

Dress Jag $149.95 
(6-16). Necklace 
Eb & Ive $39.95.

Clutch Colette by 
Colette Hayman 
$29.99. Heels 
Rubi $49.95.

You can’t go 
wrong with a beige 

collared trench – you 
can throw it on over 

anything. Add pops of 
colour with bright 

accessories.
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Trench Forever New 
$139.99 (4-16). Jumper 
Suzanne Grae $39.95 
(XS-XXL). Jeans Boden 
$115.50 (6-22). Clutch 
Colette by Colette 
Hayman $29.99. 
Sandals Boden $108.

For a look 
that screams 

“night out”, choose 
a smart cape-style 

trench over a 
maxidress.

Trench Fate 
at The Iconic 
$149.95 (6-14). 
Top Sportscraft 
$159.99 (6-22). 

Skirt Tokito at 
Myer $59.95 (6-16). 
Shades Colette by 
Colette Hayman 
$19.95. Slides 
Boden $88.50.



Lightweight, timeless and 
seriously stylish – everyone

needs a good trench! Here are
some of our favourite styles

ENCHES
est

For a more 
casual vibe, look 

no further than an 
anorak-style trench – 
perfect with sneakers 

and your favourite 
weekend knit.

A fresh 
update of a 

classic trench, this 
light-coloured 

version is perfect 
for work.

Sleeveless trench 
Witchery $179.95 
(4-16). Dress 
Witchery $99.95 
(4-16). Bag Forever 
21 $39.95. Heels 
Wittner $229.95.

Trench Forever 21 
$79.95 (S-L). Jumper 
Rockmans $39.99 
(XS-XL). Jeans Target 
$35 (6-18). Sneakers 
Rubi $29.95.

A sleeveless 
trench is a great 
way to dress up 
a daytime frock. 

Team it with heels 
to stop the look 
swamping you.
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Trench Studio W 
at David Jones 
$169.95 (6-14). Dress 
Witchery $149.95 
(4-16). Wedges 
Boden $158.



STOCKISTS Big W bigw.com.au Boden bodenclothing.com.au Colette by Colette Hayman colettehayman.com David Jones davidjones.com.au  Elka Collective elkacollective.com.au  
Forever 21 forever21.com Forever New forevernew.com.au Grana grana.com Jag jag.com.au Kmart kmart.com.au Next next.com.au Rockmans rockmans.com.au  Rubi rubishoes.com  

Sabo Skirt saboskirt.com Sportscraft sportscraft.com.au Suzanne Grae suzannegrae.com.au Target target.com.au The Iconic theiconic.com.au  Trenery trenery.com.au  
Witchery witchery.com.au Wittner wittner.com.au

Throwing
a fashionable,

minimal white trench
over your favourite

denim is a great way
to polish up a more

casual outfit.

 Great on a 
petite frame, short 

trenches look 
especially good with 

pants. Just make sure 
to keep your whole 

outfi t tonal.

Trench Sabo 
Skirt $78 (XS-L). 

Tee Emerson at 
Big W $8 (XS-XL). 

Shirt Kmart $17 
(8-18). Culottes 
Boden $139.50 
(6-22). Espadrilles 
Kmart $20.

Trench Elka
Collective $269
(6-14). Top
Trenery $129
(XXS-XXL). Skirt
Lyla & Co at
Big W $15 (8-16).

Bag Next $110.

Sneakers Rubi
$29.95.

Jacket Forever 21 
$79.95 (S-L). Blouse 
Grana $71 (XXS-L). 

Pants Grana $99 
(XXS-L). Necklace 
Suzanne Grae 
$29.95. Bag Colette 
by Colette Hayman 
$34.99. Brogues 
Trenery $179.

Navy 
always looks 

classy. Cinch in at 
the waist and team 
with a lighter outfi t 

to stop it looking 
too heavy.
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@jbronze_  | facebook.com/Jbronze.Australia | www.jbronze.com.au

Jbronze Tanning Mousse is a luxurious, velvety smooth and oil free formula desig
for the perfect all-over tan. Enriched with natural skin caring ingredients extracte
from Green Tea, Aloe Vera and Walnuts that provide essential antioxidants and
hydration - your skin will look healthy and your tan will last much longer. 

Medium and Dark Tanning Mousse variants have a violet base for a rich, natural
looking colour with gold undertones. Tinted with a natural bronzer, caramel, you’
have an instant golden glow, which can also be seen as you apply to help you
achieve that even, streak-free and natural looking tan, every time. 

Available at Chemist Warehouse, My Chemist, Myer, Priceline, Terry White Chemists, Blooms The Chemist, Good Price Pharmacy, other leading pharmacies, salons & jbronze.com.au

Paraben
Free

Not tested
on animals

Proudly Australian 
owned and made

by

Tanning Mousse
For a perfectly even, 

streak free tan 
–everytime.

gned
d 

ll
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BEAUTY

We share the intel on where to buy all your

beauty supplies so you’ll never miss out

the best new products and barg i

Yourultimate

shopping
BEAUTY

Chemists aren’t just for Band-Aids
– you can buy every beauty product
you’ll ever need here too. And if you
want to experiment with trend-based
makeup, it’s hands down the best place
to pick up products cheaply. So if you’re
looking to try a berry-stained lip or the
new toff ee-toned blusher trend, head 
for your nearest pharmacy, stat.

To get to the bottom of serious
skin concerns like pigmentation
and redness, you need to be
treated by people in the know.
Products with hardworking
ingredients, such as vitamin C,
glycolic acid and retinol, all come
with dos and don’ts that need
expert advice. So if you want
to banish dark spots and treat
rosa cea, a dermatologist clinic
or a qualified aesthetician’s salon
should be your first port of call.

If you’re after personalised
service and expert advice, then
department stores are still
number one. There, you’ll find
good-quality and luxury buys,
as well as special occasion
goodies. When you’re about
to spend 50 bucks on a lippie,
you want to try it out first, and
do so in a well-lit, glamorous
environment, right? And if
you’re after a signature scent,
department stores always
stock the biggest selection of
designer brands so you’ll have
the pick of the latest bunch.

ty aisle! It’s time to rethink what you buy
the supermarket. It’s the perfect shopping destination when you’r
a budget. Make it your go-to for buying basic skincare products, s
as cleanser and face wash, everyday shampoo and conditioner an
makeup essentials like mascara and BB cream. You can pretty m
buy each of these items for less than $10. A result for your purse

SHOP FOR: Makeup trends

WHERE: The chemist

SHOP FOR:

Serious skincare

WHERE: The

dermatologist’s

WHERE: The supermarket

SHOP FOR: 

Luxury buys

WHERE: 

Department stores

Gucci Guilty 
50ml EDT $99 

Nivea Daily 
Essentials 

Double Eff ect 
Eye Make-Up 

Remover $9.99 
Lacura 

Cleansing 
Wipes $1.99 
(Aldi’s home 

brand)  

Colour Theory 
Blush in Guilty 

$6 

Maybelline Color 
Sensational Bold Matte 

in Mesmerizing 
Magenta $16.95 Natio 

Eyeshadow 
Palette in 

Earth $19.95 

CosMedix
Refine
$83.60

Aspect SMC 
Super 

Moisturising 
Complex $88 

Mecca 
smetica 
ghtened 

minising 
lm $32 

Cover FX 
Custom 
Infusion 

Drops $67 

SHOP FOR: Unique fi nds

WHERE: Specialty 

beauty stores
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Elizabeth 
Arden 

Ceramide 
Ultra 

Lipstick 
in Cherry 

Bomb  
$46

argain beauty

It’s no longer hard 
to track down a cult 
product or beauty fi nd, thanks 
to speciality stores such as Mecca 
Cosmetica  and Sep hora, which are 
popping up in shopping centres all 
around the country. Packed with 
goodies to get you out of any beauty 

rut, you’ll also fi nd 
products designed 

by makeup artists, 
unique fragrances, 
mini versions of 
almost everything 

and professional 
makeovers, too.

Nars 
Dual-Intensity 
Eyeshadow in 

Tarvos $46 
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BEAUTY

L’Oréal Revitalift
Day Cream $32.95

LOUR COMBOS
FECT LIP & NAIL

Rich hues contrast with
your skin. Ulta3 Gel Look
Nail Colour in Peacock
Purple $3.95, L’Oreal
Color Riche Lipstick in
Intense Plum $21.95

Electric shades will glow.
Napoleon Perdis DeVine
Goddess Lipstick in Bright
Coral $38, OPI Infinite
Shine 2 Nail Lacquer in
Unrepentantly Red $22.95

Soft hues for impact.
Rimmel London
Lasting Finish by Kate
Moss in #16 $12.95,
Orly Nail Lacquer in
Cotton Candy $14.95

DARK SKIN =
PASTEL SHADES

LIGHT SKIN =
JEWEL TONES

MEDIUM SKIN =
BOLD BRIGHTS

Whatever your skin concern, there’s a facial oil that can help

Choose a product that

blends natural oils such as

coconut, grapeseed and

argan to balance your skin.

Try: Palmer’s Multi-
Effect Perfecting
Facial Oil $19.99

Trust us, applying

oil won’t make your skin

oilier! A natural one

including antioxidants like

co-enzyme Q10 will absorb

easily. Try: Trilogy
CoQ10 Booster Oil

$43.95

OILY

Look for oils containing

fatty acids such as chia, as

they help boost and restore

your skin’s natural glow. Try:

Antipodes Chia & Kiwi
Seed Superfood

Serum $49
Use rosehip oil. It

contains antioxidants and 

acids that help repair dry 

skin and keep it hydrated. 

Try: Designer Brands 
Certifi ed Organic 
Rosehip Oil  $7.99

DEHYDRATED

Beautybuzz The latest trends 

to try and super 

products to buy

ALL ABOUT OILS

Water’s the biggest culprit for stripping colour from your hair.
If you’re stuck with dull locks between salon visits, give them 
a boost with John Frieda Colour Refreshing Gloss  $16.99

DID YOU KNOW?

ASK THE BEAUTY EXPERT
Nigma Talib , naturopathic doctor, 
medical aesthetician and author of 

Reverse the Signs of Ageing 

Q I’m 50 but my skin looks more 

like I’m 60. Help! Sue, Qld

A Start by wearing sunscreen, even 

on cloudy days, and cleanse with 

alpha hydroxy acids to allow for skin 
renewal. Layer your skin with vitamin C 
serum, then hyaluronic acid, then a moisturiser free from 

parabens and full of vitamins A and E for better hydration. 

Non-invasive treatments such as facial peels and LED and 
radio frequency once a month will also help.

COMBINATION

DULL
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Inspired
by a herb

garden, this
perfume is a

mix of greens,
spices, fruits

uple
of hours you
should start
to enjoy the

earthy, woody
base note of

vetiver.

After 30
minutes, the
middle notes

of nasturtium
(an edible

flower) come
through with

a touch of
jasmine.

Clean and
peppery at
first sniff,

the top notes
also include

clover, rocket
and zesty

lemon.

The wrong formula or shade of concealer shade can
draw attention to blemishes and redness. Here’s what

to choose and how to apply it the right way

Revlon Colorstay
2-in-1 Compact

Makeup &
Concealer

$34.95

FOR REDNESS Use a yellow-

based concealer. For tricky areas

like around your nose, use a flat

brush, and for larger areas go for

a kabuki brush so it’s easier to

apply product and blend in.

FOR PIGMENTATION Apply a

creamy concealer and blend with

your fingers, so it melts into your

skin to give a natural look.

FOR DARK CIRCLES Go a shade

lighter than your foundation, and

apply in dots under each eye so

that you can control how much

you’re actually using. This will

ensure you’re still camouflaging
any darkness around this area
without overdoing it.

BEAUTY SCHOOL:
How to: conceal correctly 

BTW

Jo Malone
Nasturtium

& Clover
Cologne, $95

ANATOMY OF A

Don’t hold your paddle brush sideways:
you should grip it vertically so the bristle
line up straight instead of zigzagged. Th
allows your hair to easily glide through



Dr Chris explains

how to help your

furry friends cope

with loss

✦ Not eating
✦ Weight loss

✦ Unwilling to exercise✦ Howling or whining
✦ Shaking

Tell-tale signsof mourning
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PETS

Animals really are capable
of experiencing grief...

✦ Hachiko, a dog from
Tokyo, appeared at a train
station at the same time
every day for more than
nine years, waiting in vain
for his master. He had died
suddenly at work and never
made the trip home.

✦ A female elephant in
Kenya’s Samburu National
Reserve left her own herd to
support a sick elephant and
attempted multiple times
to raise her to her feet with
her tusks. When the stricken
elephant died, elephants
from five different herds
visited and stood guard
over her for almost a week.

LOVE & LOYALTY
T

wenty years ago, deep 

emotion like mourning 

was thought to be 

something that only 

humans were capable of. 

But when it comes to our 

pets, we all know they have an 

emotional radar too. After all, 

they’re renowned for their 

unconditional love. And as 
anyone who’s owned several 
pets knows, the response of 
a dog or cat to a lost friend is 
often quite dramatic. Not eating, 
not wanting to exercise, sudden 
weight loss and even wailing 
are all too common. 

Th e more we study the brains 
of animals, the more we realise 
they have structures that are 
capable of emotional thought. 

So next time you experience 
some sadness through the loss 
of a loved one, remember this 
– you might not be the only one 
struggling. Your pet may mourn 

for days, weeks or even months. 
For them, the feeling of grief 

is experienced in two ways 

– the loss of a close emotional 

bond and the security provided 

by that friend or family member. 

Th e good news is you can help 

your little mate through the 

grieving process. Here’s how...

KEEP THEM BUSY
Th ink about it: if you’re left 

to wallow in sadness, it can 
consume you. Th e same applies 
to your pet. So try to keep their 
life as interesting as possible 
with plenty of exercise and 
outdoor excursions. 

BE FIRM BUT FAIR
When your pet is grieving, the 
temptation can be to smother 
them with lots of pats and give 
them a free pass to get away with 
anything they want. But this 
won’t help them cope. Instead, 
it implies your leadership isn’t 
as strong as it once was, which 
can be unsettling for them. So 
make sure you keep to your 

existing rules and let them 

know you’re still in charge.

TEACH THEM 
NEW TRICKS
Pets can sometimes feel like

they’ve lost direction after 

a death in the family or the 

death of a companion. So by 

using training techniques and 

encouraging them to try new 

commands (like fetching the 
paper or tennis balls), you’ll 
up-skill them and give your 
beloved companion plenty 
of renewed confi dence.

USE A LEASH TO 
SHOW YOUR LOVE
It doesn’t seem like much, 
but a simple leash does more 
than just provide a physical 
connection between you and 
your pet – it’s the best way to 
build an emotional bond as 
well. Once you hit the streets, 
your dog immediately feels 
like you’re a team, and that 

feeling of belonging can be 

the best way to heal their 
broken heart.
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*Full terms and conditions available at nrmaholidayparks.com.au/stay4getonefreetscs

Hit the road with NRMA Holiday Parks and for a limited time when you stay 
for four nights or more you’ll get your last night free!* Enjoy great value cabin, 
caravan and camping accommodation in iconic locations along the East Coast.

Visit nrmaholidayparks.com.au or call 1300 414 448

Gold Coast, QLD  |  Coffs Coast, NSW  |  Great Lakes, NSW  |  Central Coast, NSW 
Sydney Northern Beaches, NSW  |  South Coast, NSW  |  Far South Coast, NSW



A
s I step onto the

gangplank of P&O’s

Pacific Aria I’m

filled with a mix of

trepidation and excitement. As

a cruising rookie I’m not sure

what to expect from my four-day

voyage from Brisbane to Cairns.

What will the food be like? Will

I get seasick? How will I handle

being out on the open ocean?

Same ship, new look
Along with 1500 other excited

punters, I’m among the first to

experience the newly revamped

cruise ship. Along with her sister

ship Pacific Eden, the Aria has

undergone a multimillion dollar

renovation – and it shows.

P&O has pulled out all the

stops to transform both ships into

world-class vessels, adding two

new restaurants to the dining

options, 10 bars and lounges,

and the sort of sleek fitout you’d

expect in a boutique hotel.

After boarding I’m shown to

my room – which is more like a

suite. I open the door to my own

private deck, complete with two

sunlounges, and marvel at the

balcony – it’s bigger than some

hotel rooms I’ve stayed in.

Out to sea
With the safety drill over, I head

to Oasis bar, by the adults-only

pool, for drinks as we set sail.

Fitted out wi d

TRAVEL

I get motion sickness on a 10-minute taxi rid

so the thought of cruising made me nervous

say the least. So I invested in a Relief Band, wh
staved off seasickness on even the rockies

evening. It works by sending electronic puls
to the acupressure points on your wrist. Wh

it wasn’t cheap at $139, it was definitely wo

the investment! reliefband.com.au

Seasickness saviour

There are so
many places to
lounge – you’d
never believe
there are 1500
people on board!

P&O’s newly refurbished Pacifi c Aria has something for everyone writes EMMA VIDGEN

Emma 
unwinds with 
some bubbles.
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sunlounges, it looks more like a 

rooftop pool bar in Los Angeles 

than a cruise ship. 

Th ere’s a real buzz, and as the 

Aria pushes away, people cheer 

and wave back to the shore. With 

a glass of bubbles in hand, I feel 

myself relaxing before we’ve even 

hit Moreton Bay. 

A couple of hours later, I stick 

my head out onto the balcony and 

gasp at the view – unobstructed 

horizon. I pause, waiting to see if 

I’m having a delayed (panicked) 

reaction, but I’m totally OK with 

it. In fact, it’s quite relaxing!

Spoilt for choice
One of the biggest changes to 

Aria and Eden is the expansion 

of the dining off ering. With both 

ships boasting 15 restaurants, it’s 

about as far away from the cliched 

cruise buff et as you can imagine. 

I don’t even have enough time 

to try them all out! 

Luckily I manage to squeeze 

in three memorable dinners, at 

Luke Mangan’s Salt Grill, Italian 

at Angelo’s and, my favourite, 

Asian fusion at Dragon Lady. 

I’m still dreaming about the 

pork, shiitake mushroom and 

cabbage gyoza! 

Smooth sailing
A shore excursion to Hamilton 

Island for snorkelling and lunch

at the Clubhouse is a highlight, 

but what I’m most surprised by 

is how quickly I unwind. 

Despite my best intentions, 

the books I packed to read stay 

unopened, and I struggle to keep

track of time. Between the two 

pools, the gym, barre classes and

the spa (go for the crystal quartz

massage), I’m fl at out making it 

to wine tasting in the afternoon! 

It’s a hectic schedule of total 

relaxation… I could defi nitely 

get used to this.

Hamilton 
Island was 
a highlight.

My cabin had 
the feel of a 
boutique hotel.

Enjoying the 
private deck.
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GRAB A DEAL

Explore the Loyalty Islands on 

Aria – Sydney, Noumea, Lifou, 

Mare, Isle of Pines, Sydney – on a 

nine-night cruise departing April 14 

from $699* per person quad share.

For more off ers, info 

and bookings 

Contact a licensed travel agent 

or P&O Cruises on 13 24 94 

or pocruises.com.au.

*Deals change regularly – check 

the P&O website.

Catch some rays 
at the Oasis pool. 

This may look 
like food but 
it’s actually spa 
treatments!
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Make packing lunches a breeze with Thermos.

Enter for your chance to win one pack of six

vacuum-insulated products – two food jars,

three drink bottles, and a 3L food carrier! 

HOW TO ENTER Email your full name, 

contact phone number and postal address to

womansdaypromotions@bauer-media.com.au

and tell us in 25 words or less “What is your

children’s favourite lunchtime meal and why?”

Competition opens 00:01 AEDT on 14/3/16, and
closes 11:59pm AEDT on 20/3/16. Open to Australian
residents, 18 years and over. This is a game of skill,
not a game of chance. One entry permitted per
person. See privacy notice on page 75. For full T&
visit bauer-media.com.au/terms/competition-t
If you do not want your information given to
organisation not associated with this prom
indicate this clearly on your entry. The pr
is Bauer Media Pty Ltd (ABN 18 053 273 5

This wee
Big Crossword

WIN!$1000To enter,see p74
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WORDFIND RELIGION
Find all the words to do with

religion. Words can read

backwards or forwards,

vertically, horizontally or

diagonally. Some letters are

used more than once. When
you’ve found all the listed
names, the 18 unused 
letters, reading left to right
and top to bottom, will 
spell out the name of a
recently released apt film
and its star (5; 6, 7).

Agnosticism

Buddhism

Catholicism

Christian

Confucianism

Devotion

Divinity

Diwali

Doctrine

Faith

Gospel

Hanukkah

Hindu

Islam

Judaism

Koran

Morality

Mosque

Paganism

Prophet

Ramadan

Religion

Sabbath

Shinto

Sikhism

Spirituality

Synagogue

Taoism

Theology

WIN!$500To enter, see p74
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ACROSS
1. Extremist

6. Enclosures

10.  Rummage (through)

14.  Royal houses

18.  Animal type

19.  Folklore creatures

20.  Painting support

21.  Bed dress

22.  Flood barrier

23.  Assumed name

24. Sun umbrella

25.  Skin of head

26. Pay increase

27. Passenger set-down 

points

28. Not ever

30. Nairobi’s republic

32. Absorb (4,2)

35. The King And I actor, Yul …

39. Sikh headwear

42. Recent

46. Pearl-making mollusc

48. Spookier

49. Covers (gift)

50. For each person, per …

51. Centre

53. Similar

55 Retail outlet

57. Fancy necktie

58. Zoo’s physician

60. Iran’s capital

61. Want

63. Stadium

64. Writing implements

65. Lifeless

66. Bits

70. Sour

73. Frog call

74. Cancel (marriage)

75. Gambol

76. Certify (accounts)

77. Political power group

78. Fire residue

79. Iridescent gem

80. Wine-spill spot

81. Himalayan region

83. Sketched

85. Collection of maps

86. Expects

88. Secured with rope

91. Nigeria’s principal port

93. Bites persistently

95. Nonconformist

97. Used to be

98. Teems

99. Singapore Sling spirit

100. River Danube city

101. Installs (carpet)

103. Black and white ocean 

predator

107. Australian golfer, … 

Norman

109. Brahma followers

110. High-minded

111. Absorbent material

112. Small church

114. Outcome

116. Approval

118. Strutting walk

121. Photographer’s room

123. Involved tales

127. Metallic-sounding

129. Spree

131. Sign on

133. Tree-dwelling marsupial

136. Song and dance show

137. Undeveloped insect

138. Contribute (3,2)

139. Heathen

140. Bygone age remnant

141. Senior

142. Rent out again

143. Whinnied

144.Coffee seeds

145. Concave marks

146. Ruled as monarch

DOWN
2. Sprightly

3. Sportsperson

4. Wading bird

5. Workplace nursery

6. Holler

7. Profi cient

8. Antlered mammal

9. Sordid

10. Explanation

11. Tiny landmass

12. Minimum amount

13. Sunrise direction

14. Salt and …

15. Woe!

16. Emerges from sleep

17. Dark wood

28. Wandering tribesmen

29. Less common

30. Canoe

31. Frightened

33. Leg joint part

34. Copy

36. Arguments

37. Closer

38. Otherwise, or …

40. Refereed

41. Of plants

43. Interior design

44. Widen

45. Biology or physics

47. Radio knob

52. Prima donna (5,6)

54. Unfair

56. Coiff ure

58. Breaking (law)

59. Aircraft arrival

62. Morally

67. Spouse’s parent (2-3)

68. Spiny succulents

69. Rudely ignores

70. Disgust

71. Presses (clothes)

72. Furious

82. Arrange in list

84. Most cautious

86. Besieges

87. Flee (sinking ship)

89. Distribute (4,3)

90. Lugged

92. Fragrance

94. Car-accident 

protection

96. Eyrie dweller

97. Battle shout (3,3)

102. Lightly

104. Grandmaster game

105. Blizzard fl akes

106. Relinquish (territory)

108. Overhaul

113. Criticising severely

115. Thwarting

117. Deported

119. Chronicles

120. Searched blindly

122. More unpleasant

124. Sky blue

125. Calm

126. Woman’s garment

128. Sibling’s daughter

129. Expose

130. Insincere (of speech)

131. Smooth

132. Entice

134. Singles

135. Poker stake

SUPERPUZZLER

When you’ve solved the crossword, the letters on the 

shaded squares, reading left to right, top to bottom, 

spell a mystery word or phrase.

The mystery word or phrase:

THERMOS PACKS

valued 
at

$252 
h!

WIN!
1 of 4
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CRYPTIC CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Wrap the saw 

somehow (6)

4. Estimating worth 

of ordinary seaman (6)

8. Vouch for shaggy 

creature in the box 

in court (4,7)

10. Tuscan wine within 

reach? Ian tipples (7)

11. Expert in spacesuit (3)

12. Decorative edging 

cut to size (4)

13. Gone by, in the 

wagon (3)

14. Polish fl ower with some 

moderation (4)

17. Measure toddler (3)

18. Window fi tter starts 

getting slacker (7)

19. Tampered with toll 

– Chinese laundry rope (11)

20. Spanish leader was 

concerned and fearful (6)

21. Drivers pulling trailers 

into tall buildings (6)

DOWN
1. Replacements needed 

for extremely substandard 

institutions (13)

2. Section of Roman arch 

is ticket to opposing 

government (11)

3. 50th state found 

before fi ve? Oh, 

on television! (6)

5. Vinegary tennis champ 

has muscle spasm (6)

6. Light source and 

porcine paws made 

by international 

tourists (13)

7. Angry post he sent off  

was in shorthand (11)

9. Regulate disorder 

and disaster (11)

15. Disregard little 

sticker on gift 

to be returned (6)

16. Complete failure 

if back as small 

company (6)

1 2 3 4 5 6

7

8 9

10 11

12 13 14

15 16

17 18

19

20 21

Max SMS and land line call costs 55 cents inc. 
GST. Calls from mobiles and pay phones may 
be charged at a higher rate. Give your answer, 
your name, address and daytime phone number. 
Salmat Digital Pty Ltd Helpline number: 
1300 131 276. Entrants under 18 must seek bill 
payer’s permission. Competition closes 23.59 
AEDT on 20/3/16, drawn 14.00 AEDT 23/3/16. 
For conditions of entry, visit bauer-media.com.
au/terms/competition-terms.

Call 1902 559 089
or SMS 199 59 089

your answer, full name, address and the codeword

STAR for Starburst BIG for Big Crossword

FIND for WordfindH
O

W
 T

O
 

EN
TE

R

Please see contents page for location of our Privacy Notice. If you do not want your information provided to any organisation 
not associated with this competition please indicate this clearly on your entry or notify the promoter in writing.

SUDOKU
Fill in the blank squares with the numbers 1 to 9 

so that each row, each column and each smaller 

3 x 3 block contains all the numbers from 1 to 9.

1
  Which actress 

plays the lead 

role of Ma in 

Room?

2
  What is the 

complement 

to a pestle?

3
  In regard to the 

regulatory body, 

what do the letters 

ACCC stand for?

4
  Silken and fi rm 

are types of which 

Asian foodstuff ?

5
  Patricia Arquette 

and Ted Danson star 

in which crime show?

6
  What is kept 

in a scabbard?

7
  What is the name 

of David Bowie’s 

fi nal album?

8
  Which NRL 

club is based in 

Redfern, Sydney?

9
  Which biblical 

character was 

cast into a den 

of lions?

10
  Which US singer 

is engaged to 

James Packer?

BRAINBUSTERS
1

10

SUPERPUZZLER
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BIGCROSSWORDReachforthestars

WORDFIND
MerryChristmasMrLawrence

STARBURST
DianeLane,OwenWilson

WINNERS29/2/16
•Starburst:K.Scheufens,Vic.

•Wordfind:R.Lamont,Qld.

•BigCrossword:B.Seymour,NSW.

BRAINBUSTERS 
1. Brie Larson. 2. Mortar 3. Australian Competition
and Consumer Commission. 4. Tofu. 5. CSI: Cyber. 
6. Sword. 7. Blackstar. 8. South Sydney Rabbitohs. 
9. Daniel. 10. Mariah Carey.

CODE CRACKER
A=20  B=24  C=19  D=8  E=3  F=7  G=12H=13I
K=15  L=2  M=21  N=1  O=17  P=11  R=14S=5T=1
V=16  W=23  X=10  Y=4   KNAPSACK
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Each number in the grid represents a different letter of the alphabet. Work out which number 

stands for each letter, write them in the grid below and cross them off the list – we’ve given you 

three to start you off. 

Fill in the letters 

in the box beneath 

the puzzle to spell 

the mystery word. 

This issue’s competitions begin on 14/3/16. All entries close 23.59 AEDT on 20/3/16. Open to Australian residents. For conditions of entry, visit bauer-media.com.au/terms/competition-terms. Salmat Digital Pty Ltd puzzles drawn 
at L2, 116 Miller St, North Sydney, NSW 2060. Solutions next week. Winners are fi rst correct entries drawn 14.00 AEDT on 23/3/16, and published in Woman’s Day magazine on sale 4/4/16.  See privacy notice, below. Promoted by 
Bauer Media Pty Ltd, 54 Park Street, Sydney, NSW 2000. ABN 18 053 273 546. PRIVACY NOTICE This issue of Woman’s Day is published by Bauer Media Pty Ltd (Bauer). Bauer may use and disclose your information in accordance 
with our Privacy Policy, including to provide you with your requested products or services and to keep you informed of other Bauer publications, products, services and events. Our Privacy Policy is located at bauer-media.com.au/
privacy/ It also sets out how you can access or correct your personal information and lodge a complaint. Bauer may disclose your personal information off shore to its owners, joint venture partners, service providers and agents 
located throughout the world, including in New Zealand, USA, the Philippines and the European Union. In addition, this issue may contain Reader Off ers, being off ers, competitions or surveys. Reader Off ers may require you to 
provide personal information to enter or to take part. Personal information collected for Reader Off ers may be disclosed by us to service providers assisting Bauer in the conduct of the Reader Off er and to other organisations 
providing special prizes or off ers that are part of the Reader Off er. An opt-out choice is provided with a Reader Off er. Unless you exercise that opt-out choice, personal information collected for Reader Off ers may also be disclosed 
by us to other organisations for use by them to inform you about other products, services or events or to give to other organisations that may use this information for this purpose. If you require further information, contact Bauer’s 
Privacy Offi  cer either by email at privacyoffi  cer@bauer-media.com.au or mail at Privacy Offi  cer Bauer Media Pty Ltd, 54 Park Street, Sydney NSW 2000.
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STARBURST
Work out the names of the stars 

pictured in this Starburst and 

enter for your chance to win! 
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WIN!$500To enter, see left
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Heartthrob Zac Efron showed off
his rippling torso and rope skills
while fi lming scenes for the new 
Baywatch in Miami  last week. 

Six-pack Zac’s

right on track  



PICS

OF THE  

WEEK!

WD 77

The Sunrise team showed off their
adventurous side in Melbourne’s
Luna Park as part of their show. 
What thrillseekers!

Hands in the air like

you just don’t care!



Bindi and her boyfriend
Chandler Powell went on
a wakeboarding date, and 
she was happy to see her 
smitten beau’s skills! 

Like what you 

see, Bindi?

TOP SHOTS

PICS

OF THE

WEEK!
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Community-spirited Ab Fab star Joanna
Lumley launched a UK campaign asking
people to donate time to local projects. 
But it seems the little kids weren’t so 
sure about her gardening skills! 

Give us a smile, kid



ADVERTISEMENT

Relish the taste
Enliven your senses with the fresh, delicate and less bitter

taste of Lipton’s Delicately Fresh Green Tea, a newcomer

that’s like no other green tea from Lipton. Carefully blended

to result in a vibrant light colour to bring you all the fragrant

goodness of green tea without the bitter taste.

One cup will leave you feeling recharged, refreshed and

ready to take on the world!

Brew for just two
minutes to achieve the
perfect fresh and less

bitter green tea.

“I love the less bitter taste 

of Lipton’s new Delicately 

Fresh Green Tea. It’s the perfect 

remedy for when I’m feeling a 

little bit stressed or rushed, 

providing me with a few 

moments of calm.”

REBECCA JUDD,  
STYLE ICON, HEALTH & 

WELLNESS ADVOCATE 

& GREEN TEA LOVER

Visit www.lipton.com.au  www.facebook.com/liptontea

Fresh, light 

& less bitter





ma with host
h Do on Long
t Family.

Get your skates on! The lovable animals

from fi lm franchise  Ice Age are headed

Down Under for a live spin-off  in Ice Age
Live! A Mammoth Adventure . 

The show, which features ice skating,

aerial arts, puppetry and fi lm clips, kicks

off  its Aussie tour in Newcastle, NSW, 0

March 25,  followed by shows in Brisban

Melbourne, Sydney and Perth. 

“It takes fans on a whole new journey 

with their favourite Ice Age characters,” s y

co-director Michael Curry  of the production, 

which is a new take on the fi rst three fi lms. 

“Most viewers will know the movies quite well, 

so this gives them something a bit different.”

ICE AGE LIVE

I o
find my dad

When tragedy struck,

Emma knew she had

to meet the one man

who could help

Long Lost Family

G
rowing up, Emma always knew she 

was adopted. It wasn’t until she was 

a teenager that she began the search

to fi nd the family she’d never met. 

“I remember trying to do a family tree at high 

school and I couldn’t fi ll any of it out,” says the 

36-year-old, who was adopted as a baby and stars 

in Ten’s new show Long Lost Family .
Emma says her adoptive parents were loving, 

but she yearned to connect with her past. “Having 

such a caring family really meant the world to me, 

but as I got older there was this emptiness in my 

heart and I felt like I didn’t know who I was.”

What Emma did know about her biological 

mother and father was limited: their names were 

Ken and Lisa, and during a summer fling Lisa fell

pregnant. She hid her pregnancy from 

everyone, including Ken, but when her 

parents found out they made her give 

h baby for adoption. 

Over the years, Emma’s search for 

nswers was met with dead ends, 

until one day she got a phone call.

“They told me my mother was 

looking for me,” she says.

Mum and daughter fi nally met. But 

ile Emma says she’s grateful to have 

found Lisa, they haven’t stayed in touch. 

“We got along really well for the fi rst few years, 

but it was really hard to maintain a relationship.”

Resigned to never fi nding her dad, Emma’s life 

went back to normal – until the day in 2008 when, 

just a month before their wedding, Emma’s fi ance 

Michael died in a car accident. It changed everything. 

“When Michael died I really wanted Dad to be 

there,” she says. “I wanted him to give me a cuddle. 

Now, eight years on, not only has Emma found 

love again, she’s a step closer to fi nding her father. 

“I was nervous, but I really feel like this is the only 

shot I have to fi nd him, and to have him in my life.”

Competition opens 00:01 AEDT on 14/3/16, and closes 11:59pm AEDT on 20/3/16. Open to Australian residents, 18 years and over. This is a game of skill, not a game of chance. 
One entry permitted per person. See privacy notice on page 75. For full T&Cs visit bauer-media.com.au/terms/competition-terms. If you do not want your information given 
to any organisation not associated with this promotion, please indicate this clearly on your entry. The promoter is Bauer Media Pty Ltd (ABN 18 053 273 546).

We can’t wait for… FOR INFO 
AND TICKETS, 

VISIT 
ICEAGELIVE.

COM 

S aring the
HANDMADEexperience

Make it
Yourself!

Buy Supplies
and so much more...

Dem
o nst rations Displays

M
eet the Experts

LEARN NEW CRAFT SKILLS
DISCOVER VINTAGE

CRAFTEVENTS.COM.AU

MARCH 17 - 20, 2016
BRISBANE EXHIBITION
CENTRE, SOUTH BANK
THURSDAY TO SUNDAY

10AM – 4.30PM

Admission charges apply.
Supported by:

WE’RE GIVING AWAY FIVE FAMILY PASSES TO SEE THE
MAMMOTH ARENA SPECTACULAR: ICE AGE LIVE!

TO ENTER Simply email your name, contact number and 
postal address to womansdaypromotions@bauer-media.com.au 

and tell us in 25 words or less “Which Ice Age character is your 
or your child’s favourite and why?”

Enter & WIN!

LONG 
LOST FAMILY

SEASON PREMIERE 
WED, MARCH 16 , 

7.30PM  TEN 



Subscribe to

Subscribe today offer ends March 20th, 2016

Call 136 116 and quote M1603WDDMagshop.com.au/wd/m1603WDD

Subscribe for jus
WRINKLE

BUSTING DIET 5 foods to make you lookyounger!
AUSTRALIA’S NO.1 MARCH 14, 2016

AUST $4.40

Brad
& Lara

arrival

Baby

dramatic
Harry’s

BACK
TOGETHER!

JESS &
JAMES

SHOCK!

WOMAN S
DAY

Only
in

BABYSPECIA

Easy CHEESY
chicken schnitze
You know you

want to! The selfless
heroes giving our

farmers hope

OUTBACK ANGELS

SUPERMODEL!

BEC’S JOY

GOING TO BE A
MY MIA’S

HOW WE
SAVED OUR
MARRIAGE

Nicole & Keith

Save 30%*   +   free gift

• RECEIVE 26 issues of Woman’s Day for only $79.99

• SAVE 30% off  the annual retail price

• A FREE 5-in-1 infusion pitcher set, valued at $39.95

• FREE DELIVERY to your door

• Never miss an issue!

For Terms and Conditions, visit www.magshop.com.au/wd/m1603wdd. Please see contents page for location of our Privacy Notice. If you do not want your information provided to any organisation not associated with this 

off er, please indicate this clearly at time of order or notify the Promoter in writing. Off er valid from March 14, 2016 to March 20, 2016 to Australian residents only. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of free gift. Free gift is 

sent to purchaser of the subscription. One gift per subscription. *Savings based on cover price of $4.40.

$2.99per issue

and receive a FREE 5-IN-1
INFUSION PITCHER SET!

A must-have for the kitchen, the set
includes a fruit infuser, brewing filter,
ice chiller, juicer and storage canister.

This multi-purpose pitcher has 5
different functions and uses.

Fruit Infuser Brewing Filter Ice Chiller Lid for Canister Juicer

Valued at

$39.95



Step into Anaconda before you
step out into the great outdoors
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Out this week...

THE EX
– ALAFAIR BURKE
Olivia Randall is one of New York

City’s best criminal defence

lawyers. When her ex fiance Jack Harris is

arrested for a triple murder, there’s no doubt in

her mind he’s innocent. So she represents him

to make up for the hurt she caused him in the

past. But as the evidence against him mounts,

she’s forced to confront her doubts. Did he do it?

This thriller

will have you

guessing right

up until the

very last page.

O t

DON’T MISS...

ZOOTOPIA  
Set in a world where animals run the 

show, this animated detective story sees 

Judy (Ginnifer Goodwin ) become the fi rst 

rabbit to join the police force. Chomping 

at the bit to solve a mysterious case, she 

winds up working with fugitive fox Nick 

(Jason Bateman) , who makes her job a 

hell of a lot trickier. Already dubbed by 

critics as one of Disney’s best, Zootopia 

throws some serious life lessons in the 

mix for us humans to take note of. 

In cinemas March 17 

GAME OF THRONES
SEASON 5 
With Game of Thrones’ highly anticipated season 

six just weeks away,  what better time to relive 

season fi ve’s killer storylines? At Castle Black, 

Jon Snow (Kit Harington) faces the hard task 

of juggling the demands of the Night’s Watch. 

Meanwhile, Cersei (Lena Headey) struggles to 

hold on to power, Jaime (Nikolaj Coster-Waldau) 

embarks on a secret mission, and Daenerys’ 

(Emilia Clarke) tenuous hold on the city calls 

for some diffi  cult sacrifi ces .

Out on DVD & Blu-ray March 16 

MODERN FAMILY 
With laugh-out-loud one-liners, all-too-familiar 

family issues and a bunch of very relatable 

characters, this six-time Emmy Award-winning 

show never gets old, even after eight seasons. 

This week, Gloria (Sofi a Vergara)  accidentally 

buys the whole clan group self-help sessions 

at a school auction, but it quickly turns into a 

competition between the couples as they battle 

to prove they have the most stable relationship. 

You’ll be in stitches from start to fi nish.

Sunday, March 20, 8pm, Ten 

dvdbook

tv

ovie



As
Mit

PSYCHIC WORLD

Australia’s most trusted celebrity medium 
Mitchell Coombes responds to your concerns

Q
My son had an accident
that devastated my family.
He survived and is now in

a rehabilitation facility. Do you see
him walking again and returning to
university and work? Will there be
any improvement in the near future
for me financially? Capricorn

Your son is a strong soul. An older lady in

the spirit world who’s from your mother’s

side of the family tells me that your son is

determined to walk again, and he will do

whatever it takes. She is watching over him

as a guardian angel. While things won’t go

back to the way they were before, your son

will find a brand new way to move forward

with his life. He has a bright future ahead of

him. Financially, there is no improvement in

the immediate future, but you’ll always have

enough to get by comfortably.

Q
My ex put an end to our 
relationship two years ago, 
but now we’re talking again 

almost every day. Can you see us 
getting back together? Also my 
uncle who passed away last year 
visited me in a dream and told me 
I would end up with a man who is 
36 years old with short brown hair. 
Is my uncle right about this, and 
about my ex and me? Confused 

Your ex is only looking for friendship with 

you this time around, and not a committed 

relationship. When you love, you love deeply. 

Your ex, on the other hand, cannot be tied 

down – his emotions are too scattered. Your 

uncle in the spirit world is right. You will end 

up meeting a new man who has short brown 

hair. It’ll be a case of being in the right place 

AMANDA SAYS Lots of
horses passed over come thro
fi rst, and then they move to t
to let a beautiful dog through. He
me his name is Beau and that he’s a border
collie who lived with Jayne’s family since he was 
a puppy. He tells me that he passed recently at the 
age of eight. He was a very gentle dog and knows 
he was much loved by Jayne and her family, and 
thanks them all for a wonderful life. 

Clancy then comes through. He knows Jayne is 
thinking of riding him again and he wants to tell 
her he’d love to be trained. Clancy tells me he’s 10 
now, and very smart. He tells Jayne how happy he 
is living with her but still has trust issues at times. 
Clancy tells me about a fall before Jayne got him, 

explains this is why he often
etches out his back right leg.
Clancy says Jayne has been sick 
d asks me to do some healing 

on her. He knows she’s recovering 
and wants to tell her that he loves 

her dearly and was very worried 
bout her. He says he knows they’ll 
t riding again once Jayne is better.

JAYNE SAYS I contacted Amanda because 
I wanted to know what Clancy was thinking and 
to understand the way he reacts to people. I also 
wanted to know if he’s happier with us than with 
his previous owners. I’d been wondering why he 
holds out his leg, and when Amanda mentioned 
that I was blown away. It eased my mind as she 
confi rmed it’s nothing bad. Since the reading, 
Clancy’s been more sooky and inclined to come 
up for cuddles. I’m very happy with the reading. 
Amanda was spot-on and didn’t miss a beat.

Amanda De Wa
chats with Jayn
horse Clancy

THE ANIM WHISPERER

As on
TV Ch 7
& Radio

“While the information alone won’t change your life,
it may help you to make some decisions that will.”

Txt: ‘HELP’+ Question to
199 00155

Cost 25¢send - $4.75 receive (up to 2 replies)
SMS only helpline: 1800 44 44 07

1900 999 711
1300 881 699

Calls cost $4.35 per minute Pay/Mob Extra

To Pay By Credit Card Monessa Gulf

www.joanlesley.com.au
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If you’d like a reading, email

womansday@bauer-media.com.au
with your name, photo and numbe

Jenny Blume predicts your heavenly
destiny for this week, March 14-20

Libra SEP 24 – OCT 23

If you’ve fallen into bad habits, the eclipse
will spur you into action. New diets, health
kicks or routines at work could all be on the
cards. Couples will find a sense of teamwork
entering their relationship as they become
more active, while singles might bump into
a Mr Interesting as they work up a sweat.

It’s all happening! In a stroke of good luck,
you’ll be in the right place at the right time
– some Scorpios might even score a win at
work, or your good fortune may ripple out.
This month’s sentimental stars could point
some Scorpions to a once-loved pastime.
Why not pass on your skills?

Scorpio OCT 24 – NOV 22

Virgo AUG 24 – SEP 23

As Easter approaches a desire for fun and 
adventure could send you out of town – or 
into the arms of a lover. Under Neptune’s 
sultry glow, couples might explore a cheeky 
fantasy, or a dream holiday could appear on 
the horizon. Sound expensive? As luck has 
it, your cash sector is starting to glow.

Cancer JUN 22 – JUL 23

Cosmic forces are coaxing you out of that 
comfort zone: work events, seminars, study 
courses or fi tness kicks keep you on the go. 
As the pace increases, nature-based trips 
keep you feeling grounded, and as a spin-off  
your love life might reap the rewards. At the 
very least, plan a few picnics.

Leo JUL 24 – AUG 23

Your zest for life should prove contagious 
this month as it encourages others to follow 
your lead. Even your mind seems to speed 
up, prompting some to start blogging or 
enhance their skills – it’s all about following 
your dreams. Sunday’s expansive sky might 
provide a glimpse of things to come.

Think balance, Aquarius (and not burning 
yourself out!). As the pace steps up, outdoor 
pursuits should restore equilibrium, along 
with low-key weekends away. With a holiday 
or business venture in the pipeline, it might 
be time for a budget overhaul. Thursday’s 
canny stars throw up a brilliant idea. 

Capricorn DEC 23 – JAN 20

Aquarius JAN 21 – FEB 19

Your social switch is about to be flipped, and
after a hectic month, R&R is just the remedy
you need. Couples reconnect as they begin
to relax, while singles find a friendly setup
morphing into more. Mull over your long-
term goals before next week’s eclipse. Lucky
Jupiter might supply a helping hand.

Gemini MAY 22 – JUN 21

Pisces FEB 20 – MAR 20

Eclipses strike fear into some, but they can
be liberating, so why not celebrate with a
trip to the salon? After all you’ve done, you
deserve a little spoiling. Then dig into that
rainy day stash and buy a season ticket or
book a holiday. If you’re playing the dating
game, circle Saturday in your diary.

Taurus APR 21 – MAY 21

Been burning the candle at both ends? It’s
hard when there’s so much happening, but
the upcoming eclipse should bring a change
of pace – and much-needed changes on the
health front, too. Research options, then act
after Easter. Listen out for an offer towards
Friday and say “Yes!” to a friend’s idea.

Listen and learn, Aries. You might discover
what’s been motivating someone, not just at
work but on the family front, too. From next
week, progress on many fronts will speed
up, but for now keep gathering information.
Sunday’s stars could spark celebrations and
give your spirits a much-needed boost.

Aries MAR 21 – APR 20

Sagittarius NOV 23 – DEC 22

Searching for family unity? Switch off those
screens and look to old-style entertainment
like cards, charades and board games. The
upcoming eclipse could bring shake-ups at
home, but as Easter draws closer, new plans
should appear. You’ll be full of off-the-wall
ideas – just remember to budget first.

Write to Mitchell Coombes at Woman’s Day, GPO Box 5245,

Sydney, NSW 2001, or email womansday@bauer-media.com.au
Please keep all questions 80 words and under.

SEE
MITCHELL

COOMBES LIVE!
Visit mitchell

coombes.com for
tour dates.

SEE 
AMANDA DE 

WARREN LIVE!
Visit amandade 
warren.com for 

event info.

HOROSCOPES

at the right time for him to enter your life. 

You will find love and happiness.

Q
Please help me understand 
why my husband is so mean, 
diffi  cult, cruel, inconsiderate 

and sarcastic most of the time? Am 
I the problem? Very Sad 
No! You are not the problem. Your husband 

has stored anger from his childhood – it’s 

connected to his relationship with his father.

His change of nature has been triggered by

events that have brought this anger to the

surface. You can work through this, but under

no circumstances allow your husband to use

you as his emotional punching bag. Enough

is enough – he may need professional help.

Q
Do you see me having a
lasting relationship in the
future? I have been single

for a few years now and I don’t
want to be alone. Lonely

You have so much to off er the right person
– but you still have an emotional hurt from
a previous relationship that’s preventing you
forming a new one. Dab geranium essential
oil over your heart chakra (breastbone) each
day for 21 days and say the affirmation, “I am
worth loving”. I can see you 
meeting a man with mid 
to dark coloured hair who 
is an earth sign (Taurus, 
Capricorn or Virgo). You 
share more in common 
than you’ll initially think.

Clancy has 
been more 
aff ectionate 
since talking 
to Amanda.

With an eclipse on the radar, consider this 
the calm before the storm. Tie up loose ends 
while you can or get talking – if underlying 
tensions have surfaced on the family front, 
heart-to-hearts may lead to breakthroughs. 
Even though things look tranquil this week, 
there’s loads going on behind the scenes! 
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A little peace 
goes a long way!

STAR SPOTTER

Three’s company
for this little family! 

New parents Michelle 
Bridges  and Steve 

“Commando” Willis  
were relishing family 

fi tness time with their 
11-week-old  son Axel  
in Sydney last week. 
Michelle gushes that 
her son is “absolutely 

gorgeous” and that 
park time with him is 

the perfect time to 
exercise, too.

Family
workout
session!

MICHELLE BRIDGES & COMMANDO

Play date!
Mum works 
up a sweat.

Give me 20, Mum!

Yourfavouritestars...
caughton
camera!



REBEL WILSON

NORTH WEST

Going, going, gone! Poor North, two, fell flat on her face during 
an outing with her mum Kim Kardashian  in California last week. 
Fortunately, she remained in high spirits after her accidental 
nosedive, and returned to her feet laughing.

North West
goes south!

REBEL

Aussie actress Rebel turned 36 in West Hollywood
last week, and her siblings Annarchi and Ryot were
there to help celebrate. After lunch, the trio headed
to Universal Studios. Rebel has revealed the Wilsons
went by their middle names at school. “When you’re
a kid, you don’t want to be teased,” says the star.

s the Wilson clan!

The siblings all have
a “normal” and “royal”
name too. “Mine are
Melanie and Elizabeth,”
says Rebel.

RYOT

It’s

ANNARCHI

He was a baby-faced singer in boy
band Westlife  in the ’90s. But Brian 
caused a stir when he stepped out 
recently, revealing his decidedly puff y 
face. At 35  he seems keen to turn back 
time, even joining up with Boyzone’s  
Keith Duff y  to create duo Boyzlife .

KIM KARDASHIAN

Kim broke the internet again last week when she posted a nude
selfie on Twitter, saying she had “nothing to wear.” A world of
memes cropped up, including this one posted by Ellen DeGeneres!

...meanwhile,

Kim’s at it again!

My, how he’s
changed! 
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Nice 
save!

BRIAN MCFADDEN 

Brian at 27, 
and today 
aged 35.

Then...

...NOW!



UP
TO51%
DECREASE OF
SPIDER VEINS*

STAR SPOTTER

MICHAEL BUBLE
LUISANA LOPILAT

KENDALL
JENNER

LATE
THAT DAY

Zit be GONE
Now you see it, now you don’t! Model Kendall, 20 , 
stepped out in Paris  with a huge spot on her chin, 
but just hours later you could barely notice it as she 
strutted down the runway for the Elie Saab  fashion 
show. Ah, the luxury of a good makeup artist!

Family uniform!

Families that style together stay
together! Crooner Michael, 40, his wife
Luisana, 28 , and son Noah, two , were 
dressed to impress in their matching 
hats and sunnies at Vancouver airport . 
But it looks like two-month-old Elias  
didn’t get the memo!

Travelling in style!

Baby Elias was 
fast asleep in 
the arms of 
mum Luisana.

Karate kid!

WILLOW 
SMITH & JADA 
PINKETT-SMITH 

She’s only 15  but Willow isn’t afraid 
to set new fashion trends. The feisty 
daughter of Will and Jada rocked a 
futuristic look in the front row of 
Chanel ’s show at Paris Fashion Week  
– and she wasn’t afraid to celebrate 
with a karate kick. Kapow! 
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It’s 007 heaven:
Leo the next Bond!

Hilaria & Alec:
Baby number three! 

Their daughter Carmen  
is two  and their son 
Rafael just nine months , 
but Hilaria, 32, and Alec 
Baldwin, 57, already 
have a third child on 
the way! The couple 

shared the news via Instagram with a 
picture of them holding a blue teddy 
bear. “Ireland  [Alec’s daughter to Kim 
Basinger ], Carmen , Rafael , Alec , and 
I are excited to share with you that we 
are going to have another addition… 
A little boy,” yoga lover Hilaria wrote.

The name is Bond, 
James Bond. Those are 
the immortal words 
Leonardo DiCaprio, 
41,  could be uttering 
if reports of a 007 role 
are true. Fresh from 
his Oscar  win, the 

Hollywood actor is said to be seriously 
considering his options. “The thought 
of all the cool gadgets, gunplay and 
chase scenes excites him, and at this 
point in his career, he’s ready to take 
a gamble.” We’ll take Leo shaken not 
stirred, thank you!

She’s no stranger to
the limelight, and now 
Jessica Simpson, 35,  is 
scaring friends with 
her determination to 
turn daughter Maxi, 
three , into a star, with 

dance, speech and acting classes for
the tot. “Plus she had her glam squad
give Maxwell tips on fashion, makeup
and hair,” says a friend. “Her kids will be
in showbiz whether they like it or not!”

Orlando & Miranda
race to the altar!

There’s nothing wrong 
with a bit of friendly 
competition, but 
Orlando Bloom and 
Miranda Kerr, 32, might 
be taking it too far. With 
Miranda and beau Evan 

Spiegel  “unoffi  cially engaged”,  Orlando, 
39 , is now telling everyone he’s in love 
with new girlfriend Katy Perry, 31 , and 
ready to pop the question. “Katy really 
has a hold on him,” a source told Star. 
“He’s already thinking about the future.” 

Jessica: ‘I’ll make

Maxwell famous!’ 

ada 
kick 

’s 

Daughter
Peggy

Chrissie

They say the apple doesn’t fall far from the
tree and that’s certainly the case for Chrissie
and daughter Peggy ! Chrissie,
42, shared a snap of herself
aged about six in 1979  
alongside a photo of 
Peggy taken last week  , 
and it’s impossible to 
tell them apart! 

Chrissie’s little 
mini-me… 

CHRISSIE SWAN 

Tongues out, thumbs up
Careful the wind doesn’t change! Liev, 48,  and his kids 
Samuel, seven , and Alexander, eight ,  were in a playful mood 
as they pulled funny faces at each other in Santa Monica  

last week. “I love spending time with the 
kids,” says Liev. “I have a slightly more 

soft touch [to parenthood] .” Wonder 
what mum Naomi Watts would say?

LIEV SCHREIBER

Dodgy dress!

Selena, 23, was
left blushing 
when she 
accidentally 
showed off  more 
than intended 
at Paris Fashion 
Week. The singer 
unsuspectingly 
fl ashed her 
underwear 
while wearing 
a plunging 
dress with a 
dangerously 
high thigh split!  

Flashin’
Week!

SELENA GOMEZ 

TOO 
RUDE!
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She might have narrowly missed

out on this year’s Best Actress

Oscar, but J-Law consoled herself 

by sinking a few beers in her bikini 

on holiday in the Bahamas . 

Th e 25-year-old  Joy star recently 

opened up about how her trainer, 

Dalton Wong, has helped her keep 

her banging body trim, while still 

having fun and eating pizza! 

“He understands what my

body needs to look its best –

how to exercise, when to allow 

time to unwind, how to enjoy 

food,” she says. 

“I could never live on a ‘diet’, 

and instead Dalton has taught 

me how to eat, move and live a 

delicious but healthy life. I will 

always thank him for that.”

STAR SPOTTER

No beer belly here! 
JENNIFER LAWRENCE

Take a sip...

Jen still has her 
Oscars glow.

Get the girl 
a cold beer,
already!
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Yourfavouritestars...
caught on
 camera!

... and spit    it out!
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Apply now to begin 27 June
une.edu.au/day
1800 818 865

Together, we can do this.
Choosing a university is like choosing a partner: you want someone who shares your goals, understands 

your challenges and works by your side. UNE has been the leading innovator of fl exible study for 

over 60 years because we’re committed to helping busy adults study from home. UNE offers a 

new generation of mobility and fl exibility in online education that makes a tertiary education more 

achievable than ever. And it is now more affordable than ever, as UNE is one of the few universities 

to waive the student amenities fee for online students, meaning you aren’t paying for services you’ll 

never use, saving you up to $290 per year.

If you don’t have entry qualifi cations, completion of our Pathways Enabling Course will give you entry 

to most UNE degrees and it has no tuition fees and can be studied online from home.

ACCOUNTING AND 
FINANCE
Bachelor of Accounting
Graduate Diploma in Accounting*

Master of Commerce (Public 
Accounting)*

Master of Financial Services*

Master of Professional Accounting

AGRICULTURE, RURAL 
SCIENCE AND PLANT 
SCIENCE
Diploma in Agriculture 
Bachelor of Agriculture
Bachelor of Agribusiness
Bachelor of Agriculture/Bachelor 
of Business

Bachelor of Agriculture/Bachelor 
of Laws

Bachelor of Agrifood Systems 
Bachelor of Plant Science
Bachelor of Rural Science
Graduate Certifi cate in 
Agriculture

Master of Science in Agriculture

ANIMAL SCIENCE AND 
ZOOLOGY
Bachelor of Animal Science
Bachelor of Zoology 
(Also see Science)

ARTS
Bachelor of Arts^
 Majors: Ancient History, 
Archaeology, Asian Studies, 
Australian History, Chinese, 
Classical Languages, English, 
French, German, History, Human 
Geography, Indigenous Studies, 
Indonesian, International History, 
International Studies, Islamic 
Studies, Italian, Japanese, 
Linguistics, Music, Peace 
Studies, Philosophy, Physical 
Geography, Political Studies, 
Psychology, Screen and Media 
Studies, Sociology, Spanish, 
Studies in Religion, Theatre and 
Performance, Writing. 

Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of 
Business

Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of 
Laws

Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of 
Science

Master of Arts*

BIOLOGY, BIOMEDICAL 
SCIENCE AND PHARMACY
Bachelor of Biomedical Science
Bachelor of Pharmacy with 
Honours 

BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT 
AND MARKETING
Bachelor of Business~
 Majors: Accounting, 
Agribusiness, Business Analytics, 
Economics, Finance, Financial 
Management, Financial Planning, 
Human Resource Management, 
International Business, 
Management, Marketing

Bachelor of Business/Bachelor 
of Laws

Bachelor of Business/Bachelor of 
Economics 

Bachelor of Organisational 
Leadership

Bachelor of Training and 
Development

Graduate Certifi cate in Human 
Resource Management

Graduate Certifi cate in 
Management

Master of Business
Master of Business Administration
Master of Health Management
Master of Strategic 
Organisational Development and 
Human Resource Management

CLASSICS, HISTORY, 
PHILOSOPHY AND 
STUDIES IN RELIGION
Bachelor of Historical Inquiry and 
Practice

Graduate Diploma in Local, Family 
and Applied History^

Master of History
Master of Arts*

COMPUTER SCIENCE 
AND INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY
Bachelor of Computer Science
Bachelor of Computer Science/
Bachelor of Laws

Master of Computer Science
Master of Information Technology*#

Master of Information Technology 
(Business)

ECONOMICS AND 
AGRIBUSINESS
Bachelor of Agribusiness
Bachelor of Agricultural and 
Resource Economics

Bachelor of Economics
Graduate Diploma in Agricultural 
and Resource Economics

Master of Economics#

Master of Economic and Regional 
Development

EDUCATION AND 
TEACHING
Bachelor of Education (Early 
Childhood Teaching)

Bachelor of Education (Early 
Childhood and Primary)

Bachelor of Education (In-service 
Conversion)

Bachelor of Education (K-12 
Teaching)

Bachelor of Education (Primary)
Bachelor of Education (Secondary 
Arts, Mathematics, Music or 
Science) 

Bachelor of Educational Studies
Bachelor of Training and 
Development 

Graduate Certifi cate in Education 
Studies

Graduate Certifi cate in eLearning
Master of Education
Master of Teaching (Primary)
Master of Teaching (Secondary)

ENGINEERING 
TECHNOLOGY, 
ENVIRONMENTAL AND 
EARTH SCIENCES
Bachelor of Engineering 
Technology

Bachelor of Environmental Science
Bachelor of Environmental 
Science/Bachelor of Laws

Bachelor of GeoScience
Graduate Certifi cate in 
Environmental Science 

Master of Planning and 
Management of Natural 
Hazards*#

Master of Environmental Science 
and Management

ENGLISH, WRITING, MEDIA 
AND COMMUNICATIONS
Diploma in Professional 
Communication 

Bachelor of Media and 
Communications

EXERCISE AND SPORT 
SCIENCE AND CLINICAL 
EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY
Bachelor of Clinical Exercise 
Physiology

Bachelor of Exercise and Sports 
Science

GEOGRAPHY AND 
PLANNING
Diploma in Town Planning
Bachelor of Urban and Regional 
Planning

Master of Urban and Regional 
Planning#

LANGUAGES AND 
CULTURAL STUDIES
Diploma in Modern Languages
 Majors: Chinese, French, 
German, Indonesian, Italian, 
Japanese, Spanish.

Bachelor of International and 
Language Studies

Bachelor of Languages
Bachelor of Languages and 
International Business

LAW AND CRIMINOLOGY
Bachelor of Criminology
Bachelor of Criminology/Bachelor 
of Laws

Bachelor of Laws (3 years)
Bachelor of Laws (4 years)
Double degrees in Law available 
in Agriculture, Arts, Computer 
Science, Criminology, Economics, 
Environmental Science and Science 

Master of Natural Resource 
Governance

Master of Laws

LINGUISTICS
Master of Applied Linguistics

NURSING, SOCIAL WORK 
AND HEALTH 
Bachelor of Audiometry
Bachelor of Community Services
Bachelor of Health Practice
Bachelor of Health Practice/ 
Bachelor of Community Services

Bachelor of Social Work
Graduate Certifi cate in Acute 
Care Nursing

Graduate Certifi cate in Clinical 
Education and Teaching

Master of Counselling#

Master of Health Management
Master of Mental Health Practice*#

Master of Nursing 

PEACE, POLITICAL AND 
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Bachelor of International Studies
Bachelor of Social Science
 Majors include International 
and Regional Studies, Political 
Studies

(Also see Arts)

PSYCHOLOGY AND SOCIAL 
SCIENCE
Bachelor of Psychological Science
Bachelor of Psychology with 
Honours

Bachelor of Social Science
Graduate Diploma in Psychology

SCIENCE
Diploma in Science
Bachelor of Science
 Majors: Animal Science and 
Veterinary Studies, Applied 
Physics, Archaeology, 
Biochemistry/Biotechnology, 
Biodiversity, Botany, Chemistry, 
Computational Science, Forensic 
Science, Genetics, Geography, 
Geoscience, Mathematics, 
Medicinal Chemistry, 
Microbiology, Neuroscience, 
Palaeobiology, Physiology, 
Psychology, Zoology

Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of 
Laws

Graduate Diploma in Science* 
Master of Scientifi c Studies

SUSTAINABILITY
Bachelor of Sustainability

THEATRE, PERFORMANCE 
AND MUSIC
Diploma in Music Skills 
Diploma in Music Technology 
Bachelor of Music^^
Bachelor of Theatre and 
Performance

Master of Applied Theatre 
Studies

ENTRY PATHWAYS
Pathways Enabling Course
TRACKS Tertiary Preparation 
Program (Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander)

*  Graduate Certifi cate also 
available 

#  Graduate Diploma also available 
^  Advanced Diploma also available 
~  Diploma also available 
^^ Early Application closing date 

Specialisations, honours and 
research degrees are available 
in many disciplines. See website 
for these and information about 
individual course rules and 
admission criteria.

Information correct at the time of 
printing.

All courses available for online study mid year 2016


